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• design study in residential space use is being conducted by the 
University or illinois Small Homes CouncU under a cooperative agreement 
with the Housing and Home FiD&Jlce Agency or the federal goverD~Dent. The 
~- ot this investigation is to establish space standards ror the 
desiP ot livable t!llll&ll homes. 
As the first-phase of the ·study, 41 ' housing surveY'S w,re ·analyzed 
to: ·tW.termine •ramny-living• requirements for hOusing'. .l SUIDIIl8l7' or the 
~ysis follows. · 
Houses which are contemporary (•ranch" and •moctern•) in design bave 
·gained in popul~i ty in recent years. The demand for houses ot the •cape 
Cod" type has remained fairly stead1'. Archi tectur&3: style preferences 
vary somewhat by region, the preference for contelrpor817 increasiDg u 
"'one moves westward., · 
'!'he number or stories desired in a house is related tb the style of 
architecture preferred. While the larger percentage or surveyeea prefer 
1-stoey houses, there is no consistent trend. The 1-i-story house is also 
in demand, .but houses which are two stories or more are fast losing 1n 
popularity. Preference for the latter type · r.ain strongest in the 
DOJitheastern part of the United ~tates. 
About five-tenths ot the ramuies included in the surveys want three 
bedrooms in their houses; three-tenths want two bedrooms; the other two-
tenths want tour or more bedrooms o 
Although t~e is a growipg demand fer the COJilbination living-dining 
reom, the separate dining room ·is still preferred by the · majority of 
families. 
A bas~nt .is preferred by about seveD-tenths or all the families 
surveyed. Basement demand, however, ie strongly tied to region. The 
desire for ~ .he.!ement is., strongest in the Northeast, especially 1n· the 
rural areas. A t1tili ty room 14S wante~prime.rlly for laundry purposes-
by tour-tenths of the families. 
If' the "most- wanted" house were constructed on the basis or this 
anal78is it vouid be a 1-stor,- hc1use of oontempora17 design (•ranch" or 
•modern• j and vouJ.d haft a basement, a J)OJ'cla, and six rooms ... eides tbe 
~~om. These rOOJIU!I would be a kitchen with an eat~ fpace, a living 
roc., a separate pj.ning room~, and three bedrooms. 
Setting up a· "most wanted• ho~ . is, however, unr.alistic siDee such 
an approach does not recognize the rf'act that the · po~tion of the United 
States is· made up or JDaDY' so~conomic groupe w~». ~ do· not haft'· common 
needs and attitudes. Instead of one •most ~ted" house, it is neces-
sary to think in terms of a "most wanted" house for every major segment 
or the population. 
The evaluations of the ~,.. findings, moreover, show the limits.-· 
tiona or questionnaires in establishing design standards. The many 
variables, the lack <t>f common terminology and clear definitions 1 the 
economicallY' unrealistic approach or "what do you want!", and tbe failure 
on the part of some eurveyees to :tU1.17 appreciate space requirements tor 
certain activities--all these are evident in the analysis. 
This report clearly points up the need for laboratory study'. 
HOUSING L~ AND DISLIKES 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This analysis of principal housing surveys conducted from 1936 
through 1950 is the first phase of a design study in space use which is 
being made by the Small Homes Council in cooperation with the Housing 
and Bome Finance Agepcy. 
The study, HBF.l Project No. 0-T-37 •Design ·Criteria for Space in 
Dwellings,• seeks to establish b1 research the ·amount of space families 
need in their homes and how tbat space should be arranged. The project 
involves a coordinated laboratory and field method of concluct.:ing a study 
ot residential ~oe utilizationo 
.('' ~~ 
.. .The problem bas been undertaken because housing has not kept pace 
with rapidly changing living habits which have resulted from the changing 
economic and social patterns of the past few decades and the introduction 
of new equipment for simplifying household tasks. Space standards for 
new houses are based on living patterns of the last century with slight 
modifications forced-by technological· advances. The lack of workable 
space standards for residences has handicapped the improvement of house 
desiga. ; · 
Instead of merely refining old rules of thumb, problems of space 
allotment and a.rrange~nt ~e· being re-examined with emphasis placed on 
scientific experiment.. Intensive investigation is to be made of the 
living habits of families and their needs and preferences as to space use. 
The housing survey analysis is the starting point for this study. 
It was undertaken to find out preferences in home planning and design, 
and also the use made of various rooms in the house. 
The second phase of this research investigation is a livability 
survey which is being conducted by Byron E. Munson, research associate 
in the Department of Sociology and Anthropology, to detect the house-
holder's reaction to the space in which he is now living. 
Space standards will be set up for activities, storage and equip-
ment in the third and final phase of the study--the laboratory phase. 
Members of several University of Illinois departments, which are 
interested in housing, are cooperating with the Small Homes Council in 
carry~ on the study. Professor Rud.ard A. Jones, Small Homes . Council 
archi~et, is project director. Other members or the committee are 
Prores86~ Richard Dewey, Department or Sociology and Anthropology; 
Professor William H. Kapple, research archi teet in the Small Homes 
Council; and Miss Helen McCullough, assistant professor in the Department 
or ·Home Economics. 
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IIo PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
An analysis of 41 surveys concerned with homeowners 8 and renters 8 
use of, and preference for, various features of the house is presented in 
this report o In addition to the survey findings themselves, the report 
includes an evaluation of the findings in light of recent philosophy and 
planning concepts related to family living and house designo To make 
this evaluation, 76 research studies and books were reviewedo 
The analysis was made 1) to provide a starting point for HHFA Project 
Noo 0-T-37, "Design Criteria for Space in Dwellings", and 2) to determine 
the character and extent of new data required for establishi~g space 
standards for small homes o 
For the purposes of this study, the surveys were analyzed in terms of 
the room and room use as designated in the various surveys, rather than in 
terms of relation to activities·o While it is recognized that an analysis 
on the basis of activities would be desirable~ the arrangement and tabu-
lation .of the material in the surveys themselves made such an activity 
analysis impossibleo 
In summarizing the data obtained from the 41 surveys, an attempt bas 
been made to arrive at trends in home planning and construction and to 
determine an "average" demand for each of the housing features consideredo 
This "average" demand was determined by 1) listing the various percentages 
for each feature; 2) eliminating those percentages that obviously dis-
torted the picture; and 3) arriving at an average by judgment~ . Originally, 
the plan was to determine the exact percentage of people ~nting each 
feature by 1) taking all the surveys and totaling the number who preferred 
each feature, and then 2) dividing this figure by the total number of 
families covered by all of the surveyso The latter plan was abandoned be-
cause it did not give as true a picture as the method usedo 
Though "average" demands are presented~ the limitations of these 
percentages must be recognizedo One needs to visualize and provide for 
the family functions in terms of the particular social group under eon-
sideration-ioeo, low-income, high-income; rural, urbano 
In a dynamic and increasingly heterogeneous society such as is found 
in the United States, it is impractical to think of designing a house in 
terms of the "average" familyo The "average" family today simply does · 
not existo There are too many socio-economic groups o Presumably "average" 
refers to the middle-income family _of four members since, according .to 
the 1948 census reports,l the average size of the family i.e 3o57o. ~Actu­
ally, however, only 19o9 per cent of .all families consist of four members; 
lCurrent Population Reports, "Population Characteristics", Bureau of 
Census, Series P-20, -Noo 17, May 19, 1948, Po lOo 
-z ..... 
whereas, 31.7 per cent or the :femilies consist or two members. One can 
readily understand that the needs or a childless family in the middle to 
upper socio-economic class vary greatly from those of a lower socio-
economic-class family with several children. 
Tables and charts are used throughout this report to point up the 
trends and permit the reader to see the basis for the conclusions herein 
reached. 
-3.,. 
III. THE HOUSE 
ARCHITECTURAL STYLES 
Style Preference--Analysis 
In general, there seems to be a tre~P in style· preference toward "mod-
ern" and "ranch" style houses, although "Ca:pe Cod" continues to hold its 
own. (See Chart I and Survey 2 in Table 1.) 
About three-tenths of the total number of people incl~ed in these 
surveys want contemporary houses ("ranch" and "modern"); two-tenths want 
miscellaneous nondescript styles, such as "cottage" or "American far.m"; 
one-tenth want "Cape Cod"; and one-tenth Wf;lnt "l$nglish", "French Pro-
vincial", etc. About three-tenths are undecided as to architectural 
style. 
It Will be noted that preferences vary significantly between rural 
and urban areaso According to Survey 37, "bungalow", "cottage" and 
"American ram" were by far the most popular among rural families. 
These styles were preferred more than twice as often by rural families 
as they were by urban families; moreover, there appeared to be ail in-
creasing demand for them. 
According to surveys concerned 'with styles (Nos. 2 and 27 in 
Table 2), New England represented the stronghold of the traditional 
type ·of architecture, especially "Cape Cod." The Pacific Coast area 
favored the contemporary tren4 ("modern", "ranch" house)o 
Comments and Evaluation 
Attitudes as to style of arsmitecture vary from one section 
of the United Sta tea to another. Contemporary gains in pop-
ularity as one goes from .East to Westo 
Preferences, as determined by surveys, however, are not 
very meaningful because of the lack of a clear understanding 
among surveyees as to what the various architectural styles 
refer. For that matter, archi tecta are not in full agree-
ment on the definition or same or the architectural styles. 
The trend in architectural thinking is opposed to the 
idea or stylistic a~hitecture as expressed in these s~ys. 
The majority of hane .planners reel that the primary consid-
eration in house planning is a convenient and functional 
arrangement-and not the exterior style. The appearance of 
the house follows the arrangement. Good architecture pro-
duces its o~ "style." 
... 4-
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NtlMBER OF STORIES 
Story P.reference~Analysis 
There is no consistent trend regarding preference for the 1-story house; 
however~ the 1-story house is preferred by six-tenths or the surveyeeso 
'!'he demand for the l~story house has remained fairly steady~ but the 
2-story house has become less popularo (See Chart II and Table 3o) 
The traditional 2=story house is most often desired in the New 
England States o The l=story house gains in popul.ari ty as one travels 
westward9 as is evidenced by a 1945 magazine survey (Noo 24) o This 
study indicated that in the New England areas$) 32o6 per cent wante4 
1-story and 66o3 per cent wanted 2=story houses; whereas~ in the Moun-
tain and Pacific areas 9 66 per cent wanted one story and 32 per cent 
wanted t~o storieso Supportive evidence that preferences vary according 
to region is furnished by a~dther magazine survey (Noo 27)o This study 
showed that in New England9 28 per cent wanted one story and 20 per cent 
wanted two stories; in the Mountain and Pacific areas 9 81 per cent 
wanted one story and 7 per cent wanted two storieso 
Comments and Evaluation 
The number of stories desired in a house is related to the 
style of architecture preferredo 
In spite of the fact that only six"'"'tenths of the sur-
veyees want l=story houses 9 a recent survey indicated tbat 
nine=tenths of tP8 fouses built in the first part o£_1950 
were l=story hctmes o 
The size of the lot often determines the number of 
storieso For example~ a s.mall lot frequently commits a 
home=build,er to a 1~ or 2-story house~ regardless of pre.,., 
ferenceo This is particularly true in large cities where, 
in some neighborhoods~ only small lots are availableo 
!According to an HHFA release 9 "Almost nine= tenths or the single-
family detached houses built in the United States during the first 
half of 1950 were l=story homeso• This statement is based on a 
survey or 59 530 families who built new single=famlly detached 
houses in the first six months of 1950 under the mortgage insurance 
provision of the Federal Housing Administrationo Surveying 
Materials Used in House Construction~ Housing and Home Finance 
Agency news release 9 Washington 25 1 Do Co, July 18, 195lo Unpa.gedo 
Results of this survey were released too late to be included in 
the general analysis of the housing surveyso 
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SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT OF THE HOUSE 
Size Preference--Analys.is 
The six-room house is preferred by the largest group of surveyees. The 
five-room house is second in popularityo The seven-room house is third. 
Houses with eight or more rooms, and houses with four or less rooms, 
are about equal in popularity and rank fourtho (See Chart III and 
Table 4o) Fou~tenths of the surveyees want houses with six rooms; 
three-tenths, five rooms; two-tenths, seven rooms; and one-tenth, eight 
or more rooms~ or four or less roomso 
One study (Noo · 2) indicated that there was, as ·might be expected, 
a direct relationship between the size of the house preferred, and the 
economic level of a familyo {See Table 5o) 
While there is undoubtedly a relationship between the size of-the 
family and the size of the house desired? none of the surveys measured 
thiso One {Noo 36), covering 3~518 families with children, indicated 
this inasmuch as its findings showed a preference for larger houses 
than did the "average" demando 
Comments and Evaluation 
Despite the fact that the larges-t number of families prefer 
the six-room house? a recent pre~publication report of a 
national survey by the Housing and Home Finance Agency indi-
cates that people are not building or buying houses of this 
si~&o Economic considerations probably account for the fact 
that people purchase smaller houses than they desireo 
"During the first half of 1950~" the report stated, 
"just about half of all singleaofamily dwellings built in 
the United States contained four rooms~ not counting batho 
Virtually all the rest had either five or six rooms, with 
five-room houses outnumbering si~room dwellings substantiallyooo 
oooThis represents a considerable shift in the past decade: 
In 1940, about 22 per cent of new single detached houses were 
four-room structures~ while five-room residences accounted · 
for nearly half of the total builtonl 
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V~AJl, -~ jq45 194'- 194~ )q4, \94" l94ft0 IC149 19SO 
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TJ.BJJE 5o ROO~ BY 1 lmY TO BE SP.ENT 0 THE 
Sample 
0 
House Arrangement Preference--AnalYsis 
Wil$on and Wells in a .study of Oregon families measured preferences for 
various room arrangements o {See Table 6 presenting data fran Survey 39.) 
It is interesting to note what was considered the choice arrang~nt in 
both the fou·r-room and the five-room house. 
In the four-room house (two bed;rooms), the kitchen-dining com.bina tion 
vas favored by a very small margin over the living-dining combination. 
Only 3 per cent of the group considered a kitchen-living-dining combi-
nat~on and thr~e bedrooms ~he best arrangement. 
In the five-room house, the fifth room was designated as the dining 
roam by 36o5 per cent of' the surveyees; 34o9 per cent chose the combi-
nation living-dining room, kitchen and three bedroomso The kitchen-
dining room combination was not as popular as it was in the four-room 
houseo 
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TABLE 6o ffiEFmE CES OF HOMEMAKERS REGARDINQ...!RRANGEMENT OF DWELLINGS • 
Kitchen-dining room combined; 
11 ving-room (used as bedroo when 
needed); two bedrooms. 
Kitahen-dining-Uving room combined; 
three bedrooms. 
Ki to hen; 11 ving-dining roo {used 
as bedroom when needed); two bed-
roomso 
FARM 
Best Poorest 
46.6 
OTHER 
Best Poorest 
5.7 
• L L 
Best Poorest 
3o4 91.7 
46.1 
FARM OTHER ALL 
ext Next Next 
___ Five-ro~o~m~D~we~l~l;1~ng~ ______ ;Be~s~t~B~e~s~t~P~o~o:re~s~t~~B~e~s~t~Be~s~t~P~o~ore~s~t~~B~e;st~~Be~st~-~P~oo~r~e~s~t--
K1tchen-din1ng room -combined, 
living room; three bedrooms. 
Kitchen, dining-living room 
combined; three bedrooms. 
Kitchen; dining room; living 
room (used also as a bedroo 
when needed); two bedrooms . 
Kitchen-dining room combined 
(room may be used either as 
bedroo~ or a dining room); 
living room; two bedrooms o 
22.1% 23.7% 19o5% 
34.9 30.9 lloO 
GENEBAL CONCEPTS IN HOUSJ PLANNING 
To design the home merely in ter.mS of the recognized roam labels--living 
roan, first bedroom, kitchen, etco-offers no guarantee that the func-
tional needs of the family will be met. The functions themselves must 
be clearly visualized and provided for in terms of the social group to 
be housed.l 
According to Field, there are only three basic psychological needs 
to be provided for in a home: 1) the need for activity, 2) the ·need tor 
quiet~ and 3) the need for privacyo2 
The American Public Health Association emphasizes the fact that 
mental and emotional health are equally as important COJlSiderations in 
housing as physical health. Frustrations resulting from overcrowding, 
conflict between desires and needs of the various members or ~e family, and 
fatigue due to the performance ot household duties under UQ!avorable con-
ditions are equally as serious as unheated rooms and .dangerous stair-
ways. 3 Riemer emphasizes that inadequate housing often leads maey to 
physical and mental disease, to delinquency, crime, and to both person-
ality and family disorganizationo4 His stu~ of Swedish living habits5 
draws attention to the fact that the smaller the size of the apartment, 
the greater the tendency of adolescents to spend the evenings outside 
the homeo 
The American Public Health Association suggests that: "Dwelling 
space is sufficient only if it accommocates furniture and equipment·, 
activities, circulation and .storage, and its true measure of adequacy is 
the possibility for smooth functioning of family lite. Houses des~gned 
merely in6 terms of specific rooms and cubic contents are wholly· unsatis-factory on 
Blum and Candee indicate that: "There are strong indications of a 
desire for space as such which shows itself in a rejection of small 
spaces no matter how efficiently arranged for the function in questiono 
On the other extreme there seems to be a feeling against large unoccupied 
spaces> so that there is apparently an optimal rangeo This problem should 
be accessible to laboratory study. n7 · 
lnBasic Principles of Healthful Housing," Housing for Health, Po 17o 
2Field~ DorotbJ', The Human House~ p. 16o 
3Planning ·the Home for Occupanc:r, American Public Health Association, 
Po v (tntroduction} o 
4Riemer9 Svend, "Sociological Theor,y of Home Adjustment," !merican 
SociolOgical Review, June 1943, p. 278o 
5Riemer, Svend, ."A Research Note on Sociological Home Planning," 
peri can Journal of SociologY o · · 
6Planning the Home tor Occupangr, American Public Healtb Association~ 
/ai~: ~U toa and Cand"", Baa tric.,, Family &lbavio~ 1 • A ttitud"s; and 
Possessions, John B. Pierce Fouqdation, Research StuQy 5, Po 148o 
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IVo ROOMS 
SEPARATE LIVING ROOM 
Preference for Separate Liying Room-Agal:rsis 
Approxima tel7 seven-tenths of the surveyees want a separate living room 
(as distinguished from the living-~ining or living-kitchen combination). 
This fact was measured directly b,y certain surveys; it may be inferred 
from others which measured the demand for combination living-diaing 
roomso (See Chart IV, Po 27; Table 7, Po 28; and Table 15, ppo 51-53o) 
One survey {Noo 37) revealed a decrease in popularity of the living 
room and a corresponding increase in popularity of the combination . 
living-dining roomo (See Table 14~ PPo 46-47o) 
Survey 27 showed that the demand for a separate 11 ving room was not 
much greater in the expensive house than in low- and moderate-cost 
houseso Apparently building costs were not a determining factor in this 
surve7o 
su~VEY Y~A.'P-. . SAMfL.E SEPAP.ATE. 
NO. SI"Zc · LlVI NG FlOOM 
23 
'!>7 
14 
Z4 
I~ 
IS 
10 
27 
11207 
1944- 1000 
1945 
l6S80 -- - -- ----
194t, 18~7 
·1949 
1950 
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1(.,212. 
1416 
~ ~U~A~ SU~Vt1 
IIIII 4~~~~~L su~~E~~ 
G~AI'lT TIL. 
COM~It-lE.D 
LIVING-DIN lNG ROOM 
- . ., . .,. . ..- ~ 
• -::''r ;"' ~ w 3\ /o 
DEMAND FOR A. SEPA~ATE. LIVING ~OOM AND A COME>fNED LIVING-DINING ~OOtv1 
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( 37) What a Thou and Fum 
[amili s ar Goipg to 
do Ab9ut Buildi!Ji, 
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1944., 
(24) The American WomanqA 
Heme ot To rrow, Part 
III 9 IQe New Hopn, 
M6Call Corpo , N w York 1 
lo Yos 1945~ 
(27) AJte Nev House Next_D~o ' · 
Better Homes and Gardens, 
Des MO~nes, Iao, l950o 
BLE 7 o DOOND FOR S ..... PARATE L!VI 0 -i 
Sampl 
A survey of 386 B tt r Hq, A m! 
Gardens eubsoriber tamilies ho 
plEui t~ build buy, or re del 
(1lo 72% returns) o 
A surv y or 18,580 MCCallG 
subsc?i r familieso 79o5% plan 
to build o buy a ne~ hou e 
1960 questionnaires vere led 
to fam1li a ho plan to bu ld n w 
homes o 1416 qu stiormaii s or 
eturn d ( 72%) 
, ______ _ 
L .ving roo plann 
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Living room by ... oat o:? 1 .• u 0 ; 
unCl r 7,500 
7,50Q- 9,999 
10,000= 14 999 
1 sO - 19,999 
20, nd o r 
Uee of the Living Room--AnalYsil 
A public-howsing survey (Noo 26) indicated that the majoritY" of families 
used the living room daily o The radio increased its use; new furniture 
decreased 1 t, but only temporarily o Specific use of the living room 
was also detepnined in this surveyo (See Table So) nEDtertaining is 
done in both living rooms and k1 tchens, but few families report the use 
of the living roams for guest diningo" This survey suggested that the 
living room should no longer be planned for diningo In addition, this 
survey showed that the living room was used chiefly for ehildrenns 
recreation~ children's study, and sewingo 
A magazine survey (Noo 2) indicated still other useso It reported 
that the living room was used much,. lese for children 8s play and study, 
and more for ram~ relaxation and social activitieso 
One reason for the difference in the ~ the living roam was used 
lies in the difference in rami~ characteristics of the two sampleso 
Eighty per cent of the families in the public-housing survey (Noo 26) 
had children;. more than 50 per cent of the children were under four years 
of afe, and the rest of the children (about 50 per cent) were of school 
age. On the other hand, only about half' of the families in the mag~-
. zine survey (Noo 2} had childreno Families living in public-housin~ 
units were often overcrowded because of the unavailability of larger 
units and, for some activities, there was simp~ no alternate roomo 
Regarding the survey concerned with rural areae (Noo 3}, it vill be 
noted ·that· ttwo to three times as many families used the living room for 
ironing and sewing as wished to use it for thie purposeo 
lLivabilitx Problems of lsOOO Families, NHA, FPHA, 1945, Po 3o 
2Ibi~ o 1 Po 3o 
~ 
(26) The LivabilitY Problep 
qt lOOQ Fam1Uts9 
National Housing Agenc7 9 
FPHA9 1945, Bulletin 
No.:~ 28o 
? (2) Bs?MM the BluepriDt§ 9 
Better Homes and Gardensi 
M:tredi th Pubc Co0 , Des 
Mo1nes 9 Iao 1 1946., 
(j) Beyerep G leDD9 Farm 
Hqusius; in the RorttF-
ed'.lD Cornell Univ e 
Press, Ithaca, New 
York, 1949¢ 
TABLE So USE OF THE LIVOO ROOM 
Sample 
A survey ot -li062 families 
11 ving in lctJ=OO&t ptblio 
houaingo Th s was a 
schedule=interviev type of 
surveyo Project g ra 
were also intervie d, No 
measurement was made ot 
those plaJming to build or 
buy new homeso 
A survey or 49 900 families vho 
defillitel.Y plan to build a new 
home.;, Questionnaires were 
mailed and 42% were r turned~ 
A survey or 6Cf7 farm famillee 
in the Northeasto Th intQ!b 
vie~ cbed,lla method va 
eplo)'Sdo No maasuremant \.f(! 
mada of these planning to 
build or buy ).b$V hcmaso 
Finding 
D1n1Dg 
Sleeping 
se,.1.ug 
Ironing 
Chi dren ~ s rec 
ation (families 
w1 th children 
Childrenas study 
(families vi th 
e 1dr n) 
Familf elaxation 
Entertaining guests 
Card · laying 
S rvira..g ".tr0shmants 
Children·· s ~ :y 
Cbildr0no study 
T 6 i ng 
Scwiilg 
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Size Preference for Living Boom-Ana]3sis 
The surveys, in general, show that relatively large living roans are in 
demdd. (See Chart V and Table 9.) Surveys 9, 15 and 16 indicated that 
a large majority of the people wanted the living room 12 1 x 18' or larger. 
SURVEY YEA"' SAMf'l ~ 
No. 'SIZE. 
1940 450 
32 1942 30 
194~ lf337 
16 194b 1910 
15 
f'ZIOOM 
?IZ~ 
l~•zo' 
lr;,'--.. zo' 
14'~~. 1e' 
l(;,'~tzz' 
Ofl-lEI'I ~lzt.CS 
7',q'} 
"'12' ib·,..s· 
I211C.I8' 
LA111GEPI THANl 
l'l',.IB' J 
9 1K 12.' 
IO'x l5' 
12'lJ IS' 
LA.-..GtP\ TH~} 
I'Z'" 18' 
9 11( 121 
IO'~t IS' 
12' IL IS' 
LARGE~ TI-t~} 
l'Z1 11. IS' 
C HJ\Pt T Y... 
PREFEP,PIED li\JIN~ ~OOM SIZE.. 
An exception to the demand for a large living room is to be found in a 
public-housing survey (B~~ 32). · Here again, howeTer.1_ .. one .J~USt keep in 
mind that families in public housing represent~-&-· 15e1ect group. 
A survey of apartment dwellers (No. 1) stressed the need for larger 
living rooms: •All teDaDts reporting wanted larger living rooms, 
16 1 x 24 1 being the usual request, with plenty of wall space and good -
window arrangement.•! 
!Amos, --Thrysa, "What Tenants Want in Housing," Architectural Record, 
August, 1938, p. 64. 
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( l) Amos, Thyraa T:J"" What 
Tenants Want in HcU81ng9 !rchitecturat Reqorg, 
. PPo 6)-~5, Aug~ 1938o 
(39) Wilson, M(; aDd Wella9 L.,, 
ijgu.ee fJ•nn!ug !dw of 
Qreron Rural WQI!n~ ~ 40. 
TABLE 9c L..MNG ROOM SIZE 
Sample 
A survey of 70 families llviDg in 
aptrtments in New York City o Ho 
mention was made of those plaDniDg 
to build or buyo 
A survey of 450 Oregon homemakerao 
~ U d on f'arms and the r at 1D 
villages and suburban areas o Nc 
measurement was made of tho plaD=> 
niug to build or bU1' c 
30 families living in public 
housing projeota in 8 ncrthern 
cities vere interviewedo No 
m surement w-as made t)r those 
plamdng to b :Ul.d or buy 0 
Size t.Tant d ... ou 
l4g X 2QU lloO 
16 X 2QU OoS 
140 18ll 7 5o 
16f1 X 24n 6o3 Oo 
16{1 X ll.Sll ol 3o8 
15° X 20 11 4.o6 3o 
18° X 24!J 4ol OoO 
12 ~ X 1811 3o6 3o 
l4ll X 24° 2o4 5oS 
15° X 18° 2o4 .3o8 
12° "' 15° 2o Oon 
12° ,Qo 16ll 2o 1 cO ]4G X 22 9 2~ 
18° 2or. 2.;)0 
121l X 20° lo? 
15a x 24° lo7 
16 ° X 22f' 26o4 
~--------------------~~~--~--

General Likes and Dislikes (Living Room) 
A magazine survey (Noo 35) determined likes and dislikes concerning the 
living room (Table lO)o 
TABLE lOo LIVING-ROOM FEATURES LIKED AND DISLIKED 
I like my present living room be- I do not like my present living 
cause: room because: 
It is big enougho 54.5% It is too small. 36o9% 
It has enough windowso 60.0 Not enough windowso 28.5 
The furniture fits wello 5lo3 The furniture doesn 8t fit. 29o8 
It is comfortable. 72o6 It is uncomfortable. 11.7 
Easy place to entertaino 51.8 Hard place to entertaino 32.2 
Easy place to clean. 62.3 Hard place to cleano 22.3 
Color scheme is attractiveo 61.5 Color scheme is ugly. 18.1 
Everything is new. 16.3 Everything is old. 27.4 
It bas good old turnitureo 4lo5 Everything is shabby. 13o8 
Most frequently mentioned among "likes" were: adequate $ize, 
enough w.fndows~ comfort, and color scheme. As to dislikes, "It is too 
small"» ~s mentioned most frequ~ntly; however, the range of the per-
centages between the items disliked is too narrow to permit one to 
arrive at any conclusions. 
According to a public-housing survey (No. 26), families needed and 
wanted most in living-room arrangements~ the following~ 
-
1. Suf£~cient wall space for turniture, with locations free 
from drafts and objectionable views of kitchen equipment. 
-2. Closed 11 ving.,..room closets o 
3 o Stairware· in two-story house~ located so that the bath 
can be reached without passing through the entire living 
room. 
4. Front doors located so that kitchens cannot be viewed if 
there is a partial partition between kitchens and living 
rooms.l . 
As a result of a public-housing survey (Noo 8)~ one investigator em~ 
phasized that living rooms were little used as such in homes of low~income 
families and~ therefore 9 they should be designed to serve the following 
purposesg 
lo Recept~on room (kept neat for eallers)o 
2o Bedroom-
To be used frequently as a regular sleeping place 
for child or adult, or 
To be used occasionally for a child with illness 
or symptoms o 
.3 o Occasionally as a dining room.9 but not as the only 
dining space o 
Another public=housing survey (Noo 26) recommended the size o£ the 
living rooms be varied according to the size or the dwelling unito 
(See Table llo) It was emphasized that living rooms 10 '-6" to 11 9 are 
too narrow and that only ingenioUf arrangement of the furniture will 
make a room of this size livableo 
Comments and Evaluation 
The recommendation in the public-housing survey which 
suggested designing the living room as an alternate-use 
room, is to be questioned in view of a survey which 
measured living-room use (Noo 26, Table 8 on page 30) and 
indicated that the living room was used quite extensively 
by families living in public-housing unitso The living 
room should not, therefore 9 be designed primarily as an 
al~te or occasional use room, even for this groupo 
Surveys indicate a demand for large living roomso 
Just how large should a living room be in relation to 
family size and socio-economic class? A precise answer 
to this question lies beyond the scope of this prelimin-
ary study 0 Approx¥ te size requirements can be deter-
mined from a study P which lists prefetted living-room 
furnitureo Approximate preferences in terms of percentage 
as listed were: 
Sofas 89o2% 
Pianos 68o6 
Loveseats 50o7 
Flat-top desk 47o0 
Breakfront bookcases 34ol 
Secretary 28ol 
Built=in bookcases 23o5 
Game and bridge group 12 o 8 
,Studio couches 6ol 
!The Livability Problems of laOOO Families 9 NHA 9 FPHA, Po 20o 
2Ap~oximate ~rcentages were determined from surveys and competitions 
conducted by McCallus magazine and on the basis of a consumer in= 
vestigation made by the National Piano -Manut·acturers 9 Association in 
1938o Gillies Mary Davisi "Furniture~roup Units as a Basis for Planning"~ Arcbitectural Recordp April 19399 PPe 92-l05o Size of 
sample no~ giveno · 
=.35-
Traffic tolerances in the living room are ver.y important 
considerations since this room is' normall7 the focal point of 
the house. A traffic lane .3'-4" wide between the main- entrance 
and the major seating group is considered adequate, but 4'-6" 
is preferable. Since a wide variety of furniture groupings 
are possible, even when one holds the number or pieces of ~ 
niture constant, no attempt will be made to suggest minimum or 
maximum living-room sizes at this stage of the project.l 
Thirty-six possible furniture arrangeme~ts are presented b,y 
G!llies,2 with the size of the living room var.ying from 
1.3 1-2" X 16 8-5" to 151-2" X 29 1-8"o 
Living-room sizes recommended in the public-housing sur-
vey (Noo 26, Table 11) are, tor the most part, minimum require-
ments since they permit little flexibility of furniture 
arrangemento 
Television, according to one writer,.3 may have a large in-
fluence on the design of the living room in.the near future. 
The fireplace may be replaced by the television set and roams 
may have to be elongated to avoid waste space on either side 
since vision is not good if one sits at an angle of less than 
.300 fran the screen. The location of windows will be another 
consideration inasmuch as glare interferes with the receptiono 
Furniture groupings will be theater styleo Since television 
is relatively new~ the effect of it on living-room design is 
still an open questiono 
l Contempora17 Houses Developed From Room Units, Small Homes 
Council~ 1951, PP• 10-llo 
2Gillies, Opo citnppo .94-lOOo 
JnTelevision --- Its Hypnotic Screen Will Change our Approach to 
Designing Living Roams and Making Love", Architsctural Forum, 
September 1948, Po 118o 
( 26) Ibe Livabi 11tx P£oblema 
Qt lr 000 hm1 lies 9 RHAo 
FPHA, l94So 
TABLE llo RECOMMEND!D L1VIHG ROOM SIZE 
Sampla 
A survey of 1,062 families Uviug 
in lov:=e st public bo iDgo This 
vas a sohedule=int rri. w tYPS ot 
surYey o Project managers vere also 
intervievad,. No measuremen was 
made or those planning to build or 
buy nev hom so 
S oe H 
R. 
3 =i 4=4 5 = 
6= 
Spe.c He 
indiuga 
Las than 4 
4or5 
6 or 7 
8or9 
10 or over 
~~~=·-l5l; = 190 
160 = 
160 = 200 
180 = 0 
200 
SEPARATE DINING ROOM 
separate Dining-Room Preference--Analysis 
There is a great deal of' controversy over whether or not a house needs a 
separate dining roomo There seems to be a general trend, away from houses 
vith dining rooms; however, about six-tenths of the families still want a 
separate dining room. (See Chart VI and Table 12o ) 
The demand for a dining room varies widely between population seg-
ments o There is a close relationship between the amount to be spent on a 
home and the desire for a separate dining roomo This is shown in 
Surveys 23,p 2 and 27o A majority of' the families in these surveys wlio ex-
pected to spend $15,000 or more on a new home wanted a separate dining 
roomo Even with this group, however, there was a decreasing demand for 
the dining roome This is shown by a comparison of two Sm"Veys (Noso 2 
and 27) made by the same organization at a four-year intervalo In this 
t:ime 9 the demand for a separate dining room dropped in the highest price-
bracket from 85 per cent to 65 per cente Drops in· other price ranges were 
similaro 
An opposite trend is to be noted when considering surveys of rural 
families and of' families with chUdren (Surveys 37 and 36 )-that is, more 
families want dining rooms than have theme A possible reason for the rural 
groups 11 wanting dining rooms is that, in general, rural areas are more tied 
to custom and tradition than are urban areas and, hence, are affected by 
innovation and culture change more slowly o Moreover, rural families have 
more children than urban families and, as previously noted, families with 
children want a dining room more often than families vit}?.out chlldreno 
The reason for the popularity of the dining room among faJnilies with ch~­
dren may be found, in partll in their both needing and wantiDg larger 
houses in generalo (See Table 4~ pp. 18-2lo) The demand for seven- and 
eight=room houses by this group is two to four ~imes . as great as it is 
for any other survey groupo 
SUTZ~VEY YE:.A~ SAMPLE 
~o . itZE. 
23 
37 1944 toot 
24 fq45 185SO 
29 19~ 4007 
73.9% 
15 
'" 
19~ 1970 
/0 I "ZIZ. 
CWAP,T "ID:' 
DEMAND FO~ll SE.PAP>ATE. DIN1NG ~ooM 
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( 23) Small Hause Preview", 
Architectural Forum, 
PPo 406-420, Nov. 1936o 
(37) 
(14) gq100 Otm!i£.8 Suryez, 
Better Homes and Gardeua 
Resaat• h Divo 1 Meredith 
Pubo Coo 1 Des Moinas9 
I&ot 1945o 
(24) 
TABlE 12o DEIWil FOR A DmNG ROCK 
Sample 
A mail am ve7 ot 11,207 families 
determ1ning what people e 21~ 
11JA7 build w1 thin the xt 2 ;years. 
A surve.r of readers ot Succemsful 
P!fl!!3pgc 11000 tamllies planning 
to build ar remodel uawered a mail 
questiotmaireo 
A BurY67 ot 386 Better Jlomea N!l 
Gardena subscriber fam.l:.ies who 
p'i. QD to build, b\v, ~ remodelo 
77o2% returnso 
A surny of 18,580 MqCgJJ!a 
ubscriber fam1lieao 79o 5% plan to 
build or buy MV ho eo 
Se ate dining room 83 
S parate dining room 
Separa~Dining Roo,! 
B ,. 
Buy 
s·d b1zy .. 7 
(29) s:~IW"'P 
saturday Even!Dg 
Poet R search D part-
nt~ Curtis Pub. Coo, 
1946o 
(15) Bmate, Woman 1 a Home 
Com on, OroweJ.lc::, 
Collier Pubo Co., New 
Yarkp BoYo, Mlv 1946~ 
(16) Hops!nr Ph na o£ 
rem' 1 tea, CrO\fall 
Colli Pubo Coo, 
lew York9 BoYo, J 
l946o 
(36) 
S\11''181 of W ' H m 
readers. 11935 answered a 
questioDDaira ( 65~ r turDs)~ ~ 
v.ill build l~ vUl ~ a D8V 
hous thin the next tvo Je&rS• 
A S1ll"Ye7 ot readers ot 6b~ea:~IU:IIill 
MG . • 1,970 answered a mail 
quastiollll&1re (~ returns)o ~ 
intend to bt\1ld or nev So 
urvey ot r adere (vith children) 
ot P, •e 9 o 316S3 families 
answerGd a mail q otiormair (26o5-
retur )o n.,~ plan bailt1 ar 
ln\7' a ev o 
Deo1r 
but not 
.. rate Mu1ng r 
Sop ate din1ug r 
te d1n1ng r 
12o .. 
Survey 
'2) 
. I 
r (10) Qollieros Hap.s3PG Qp1ti9 
Oolllers 9 l949o 
(27) The \~' Hcmse Naxt Door9 
Better Hames aM GsrdeDS, 
DM Moines, lao, 1950o 
TAB ·. 12e DE. OR_ D 
Sample 
A 8UIPV8J ot 4,900 ~WIW..J..a.~:JV 
detiDiteq pln to build 
Quest1oDDa1rea vere Mjled 
were returDedo 
G RO (Con .. ) 
1,960 questionwdres w re maUed 
to families vho plan to bd.ld 
nev homeso 1Jltl6 quee ·iol.ln!dre 
were et ned. , 72%) o 
General Likes and Dislikes (Dining Room) 
The general decrease in the popularity of the dining room is probably due 
to a combination of changing family-living habits and architectural 
styles, and of increased building costs. 
A survey revealed the tenant's main objections to dining rooms in 
public-housing units to be:l 
lo No natural lighto 
2o Dining room is too small and serves only as a passageway 
between living room and kitchen. 
3o Requires more work. 
The McCallRs survey2 determined likes and dislikes concerning the 
dining roomo (See Table 13.) 
TABLE 13o REASONS GIVEN FOR LIKING OR NOT LIKING PRESENT DINING ROOM 
I like my present dining area be- I do not like my present dining 
cause: area because: 
It is big enough 49o3% It is too small 38.3% 
Easy place to serve meals 59o0 Hard place to serve meals 27.5 
It is comfortable 57e6 It is not comfortable 23.7 
Furniture fits well 48.6 The furniture does not fit 28.8 
The family likes it 52.2 The family doesn't like it 18.8 
It is cheerful 65ol It is gloomy 15.1 
Plenty of storage space 24.3 Not enough storage space 57o2 
It is easy to clean 61.4 It is hard to clean 19.1 
Furniture i s new 24.7 Furniture is old 41.7 
This survey listed "cheerfulness" and "storage space" at t he head of 
the list ·of values as far as t he dining room is concerned. Sp~cific 
reasons most of ten mentioned for liking the dining room wer e: "it is 
cheerful"; "it is easy to clean"; "easy place to serve meals"; and "it is 
comfortable." High among the reasons for disliking the dining room were; 
"not enough storage space"; "furniture is old"; and "it is too small." 
lLivability Problems of lsOOO Families, NHA, FPHA, p. 22. 
2What Women Want in their Dining Roams of Tomorrow, McCall Corpo~ 
ation, 1944, P• 23. 
Use of the Dining Roo~-Analysis 
Comparison or the public-housing survey (Noo 26) with the magazine sur-
veys (Noso 34 and 2) indicates that families living in public housing 
use the dining roam less than the latter group; furthermore, they use it 
for a smaller number of activitieso (See Chart VII and Table 14o) 
Magazine surveys revealed a rather wide use of the dining room, with use 
of the room for eating at the head of the lieto The public-housing sur-
veyi however, indicated that the dining roam was used ver,y little, even 
for ea~ing purposeso ' 
As previously pointed out, part or the reason for the different 
usage of rooms b,y families in public housing is that they have a dis-
proportionately large number or children and famil~es are overcrowdedo 
Also, dining rooms are often quite smallo For example, one public-
housing survey indicated that the dining room, in the few instances when 
it was provided, was 6'-10" x lOV-Onol 
An~ther public-housing survey stated: "If dining rooms were de-
signed ~th adequate space _f9r dining, same families might prefer them 
to k1 tchens o However~ the findings indicate that families would choose 
kitchens if" dining space were set apart from k1 tchen ~quipment and pro-
vided with adequate natural and artificial lightingo" This survey eo~ 
eluded that housing unit plane should not include dining rOODlS o 
Rogers suggest8 that the era of great formality in entertaining is 
passing since it is impossible. in the servantless house and it cannot 
be tolerated too frequently in the one-servant houseo Too, formal living 
is being limited to smaller groupso 8 The only reason to close orr the 
dining room is to prepare and clear ito It has been found that a port-
able screen~ a draw curtain or some other expedient will often serve as 
well .for these brief periodson3 
!Livability Problems of 1 2000 Familie;, NHA, FPHA, 1945, Po .39o 
2 ~OJ Po 22o 
JRogers~ Tyler, Plan Your House to Suit Your~elf, ppo 62-63o 
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Comments and Evaluation (Separate Dining Room) 
The varying demand for a dining room is, · in general, related 
to needo For examples One finds an increased demand for the 
din'ing room among families with childreno (Survey 36, Table 12, 
PPo 40-42o) Among families with children, there is ~re often 
need for a separate dining room with special floor coverings 
and wall surfaces than among families without childre~at 
least9 while the children are young since they often spill or 
even throw foods o In addition, some may argue that a separate 
dining room is necessary to gracious living and to take full 
advantage of the social aspect of the family mealo Also. it 
may be needed after the children marry and bring their own 
families home for visitingo 
The demand for a separate dining room is highest among 
families building the higher~priced houseso These families 
do more formal dining than other familieso Too9 the desire 
for this room among this group is not so often tempered by the 
need for economy measures o 
No doubt in many instances, the desire for a dining room 
is rooted in tradition and is not related to nee do That is, 
to some 9 a house is simply not a house without a dining room, 
and they will provide a dining room in their house plans even 
though no specific use of the room is anticipatedo 
In addition, the background of the individual might be 
an important considerationo A survey being conducted qy the 
University of Illinois Small Homes CouncU shows~ on prelim-
inary examination, a significant correlation between the type 
of house lived in during the individual v s youth, and the type 
ot house and the size of ·rooms preferred in later lifeo A 
tentative hypothesis is that, in the main~ attitudes of this 
nature crystallize durmg the individual 11 s youth, particularly 
during the years from 10 to 20o 
In addition9 the prestige factor may ente~ the pictareo 
That is9 the dining roam may serve as a mark of distinction 
since most of the higherez>priced homes have one o Studies have 
shown that societies which ·place an emphasis upon material .... 
istic preoccupations inevitably find ~ of their people 
copying the symbols of prestige set up by the well=to-doo 
LIVmG ROOM AND DINING ROOM COMBINED 
Combination Preference--AnalYSis 
An analysis of the surveys shows that the combination of the living room 
with the dining room is not very popular although it seems to be gaining 
in popularityo (See Chart VIII and Table 15o) Roughly9 only three-
tenths of the families want these rooms combinedo 
One survey (Noo 2.3) 9 made in 19.369 showed a close negative corre-
lation between money to be spent on the home and preference for a combi-
nation living-dining roomo That is 9 as the 8JDOunt to be spent on the 
home rose~ the demand for a combination of the living and dining room 
decreasedo A very recent survey (Noo 27), however, did not support the 
19.36 surveyo It indicated little or no consistent relationship between 
money to be spent on the home and demand for a combined living-dining 
room~ even though there is a consistent relationship between the cost of 
the house and the desire for a separate dining roomo 
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According -to a pUblic-housing survey (Md. 26), "Only about baJ.f' of the 
families use .them (living ~ dining rd~s combined) for dafl.Y dining; 
f'ew use them occasionally •• o o S.ome families have a dining table and chairs 
set up9 ·,but apparently for display; others use the entire areas as 
livins rooms ••• oit is apparent that large living-room areas or living 
rooDPdin~ room combinations designed to be used f'or dining .are space 
waste~o •1 As before noted, the authors of this survey concluded ~t 
dining space should be provided other than in the living-room area. 
COliD!lents and Evaluatigp 
Architects seem to be generally in favor or a combined living-
dining roomo "An architectS I Competition for hOUSe plans 
sponsored in 1935 by General Electric revealed what archi-
tects would do with the living and dining rooms in the aver-
age middle-sized house if they did not have to bow to the · 
whims of a cliento Out of 2, 200 plans submitted, more than 
half' (80 per cent) made the dining area a part of the living 
room, or so r~lated the two that the dining area could be 
used as an e~ension of the living room without any loss in 
continuityo•3 · 
The Swedish architects are in general agree~nt with 
this. "The room (living room) ought to have space enough 
for a dining table .which will acc<IIlllX>date not only the family 
but also some guests-even if the family customarily takes 
its meals in the kitcheno •4 
The architects• solution of combining the living and 
dining rooms is unrealistic in terms of' actual preference 
for~ and use of, the living-dining room; however, in terms 
of the usual need for economy measures when designing the 
house, the architects a attitude toward the combination 
living-dining room is no doubt more reali.stic than first exam-
ination revealso The architects feel that where space sacri-
fices are to be madep this combination of' rooms is the most 
logical solutiona 
lLivabilitx Problems of 1 9 000 Families, BHA, FPHA, 1945, Po 22o 
2 Ibido p Po 24o 
3Rogers9 op9 eit9 , Po 62o 
4swedish Cooperative Union and Wholesale Soca.e1;z's Architect's 
Office 9 Part 2, Po 55o . ' ', 
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KITCHEN 
Eating Facilities in the Kitchen--An&lxsis 
- - -
Architects would like to know whether kitchen-dining spaces are considered 
desirable and if so, what type? Should there be a table in the ltitchen 
proper, a nook, or a bar? Should the nook be separated from the kitchen 
by a full wall or not? Definite answers to these questions are not o~ 
tainable from the surveys . as there were few exact de!ini tions in the sur-
veys of the terms, "nook," "dinette,• and "alcoveo" In the tabulations 
below~ all of these spaces were considered to be a part of the eating 
facilities in the kitcheno 
Two surveys gave a choice of eating facilities in the kitchen. 
One survey (Noo 2) indicated that 55 per cent of the surveyees preferred 
a bullt-in table or nook; 29 per cent preferred a detached breakfast 
tableo The second survey (Noo 36--families with children) showed 
32 o3 per cent preferred a built-in. table and bench; 16.7 per cent pre-
ferred a counter and eating bar. (See Chart IX and Table 16o) 
Results of two surveys (Nos. 14 and 24) revealed both great and 
small demand for the Wbreakfast nook~" It is difficult to account for 
this wide range in view or the fact that both surveys were made in 1945 
by magazines o 
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Survey 
(38) ~t Women Want in Their 
Kitchens ot Tomorrow, 
McCall' Magazine Corp. 1 
New York, No Yo, 1944. 
(14) Home Owners Survpx, 
Better Homes and Gardens 
Research Div. 1 Mered1 th 
Pub. Coo , Des Moines 9 
Iaoll 194So 
(24) The Amerioan Woman • a 
Home of Tomorrow. Part 
III 1 The New House, 
McCall Corp , New York, 
No Yo 1 June 1945o 
TABlE 16. DEMA!m FOR EATDG FACILITIES 
Sample 
A aur;ve7 ot readers ot the McCall 1 
MagaziDe. 11,887 families entered 
a contest vhioh emploJed the mail 
questionnaire teolmique. 20,2% 
plan to remodel their present home 
aDl 4S()2~ plan to build ar ~o 
A survq ot 386 Better Hopes aDi 
Gardens subscriber families who 
plan to build, bu7 J or remodel. 
( 7 o 72" returDS). 
A survey . of 18, S80 McQell t a 
subscriber families. 79.5% plan 
to build or bo;y a uw home o 
THE mcHEH 
Breakfast nook 
Build 
BUJ' 
Build or Bl\V' 
Dinette, breaki•ast 
room, or breakf · 
nooko 
TABlE 16o DEMAND l(B EATING FACILITIES II THE KITCBEB (Oou .) 
Swvey 
(2) Behipl the BluergiJlta, 
Better Hamn am Ga:rdeu, 
Me:rsdi th Pubo Coo 1 
Des Mo1Des, I&o 1 1946. 
(29) Urban Bous1pg Slll'fl7, 
Satvrdq Evening Post 
Research Dept., Curtis 
Pub., Co. 1 Nov. 1946. 
(36) What 11M gt BQIIISS do 
Fam111es with Children 
Want? Parents • Magazine, 
Home Building Stu!7, 
1946. 
Sampl 
A surft7 of 4, 900 families who 
definite:q plan to build a DeV 
homeo Queatiomudrea re ma1 led 
and 42% were returDedo 
4~007 tanrtl1ea in 35 states aDl 
US urban centers were tar-
viewed. P1' SS to ~ of the 
interview vere with and 
ltD tc 45% war ':11th h o· o 
34o3% expect to build or bu7 
boueQ 
Bre t DOok 
deaira.ble but 
DOt D oecaac•!'I"IP 
Breakfast nook 
oonsid r 
\lllll900S arj 
5. 
20o 
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TABLE 16c DEMAND FOR EATI FACILITIES IN THE KITCHEN (Contdo) 
(10) ~ .. i r 0 Housing Quiz9 
Col llers, Jan~ 1949r. 
t k 
--------------------------------------------·------------------------------~~--~-~-- ~~--
(18) "Publlods Blueprint of 
Kind of H me it Wants,n 
P£pcti a Buildl~ 
PPo 135'"13711 Oct~. 1950~ 
Thou ends of questionnaires vei"e 
mailed, but no mention was de 
&8 to the a&Ct num rc 96o5% 
plan to build; 2c 5% plan to bu_TJ 
and 2 o 5% plan to remodelo 51% 
will build in 6 months; 12% in 
7 months to a y-ear; 2~ in lo3 
y. ars; and 5% in 3=5 ~8c 
1,960 queetionnairg were led 
to families who ple. to build new 
hcmeso 1,416 quest1o~~irea vera 
returned (72%) o 
Snack in k1.tchs 
Eating pao i 
kitch pla 
Eating paoe 1!1 the 
kitchen plarm 
-----------~----~~--------------·----
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Use of the Kitchen--Analysis 
A survey of public-housing projects (Noo -13) in New York City showed that 
there was a relationship between the -percentage of families -who prererred 
to eat their meals in the kitchen and the size of the family. The larger 
families wanted to eat in the kitchen more often than did the smaller 
familieso Another survey of families living in public housing (No~ 32) 
revealed that all preferred to eat meals in the kitchen rather than the 
living room9 even though the living room was largero Reasons given tor 
this were: 1) "the mess created by the children"J 2) "the kitchen is 
handier"; 3) "less walking on 'hard floors•o• 
Still another public-housing survey brought to light other factorso 
The most frequently mentioned reasons -for eating in -the kitchen were: 11Ve 
like it"; "we have always dined in kitchens"; "linoleum floor is easier -to 
clean"; "too much elean-up after children in the living room. • The objec-
. tiona to kitchen-dining space were "inadequate area" g and "undesirable 
location of areao•l 
The reasoni in part, for the wide usage of the kitchen for eating b.y 
families living in public housing is that usually their only alternative 
is eating in the living robme (See Chart X and Table 17 o) Moreover, as 
before pointed out9 these families have a relatively high number or ehildreno 
A magazine survey (Noo 2), concerned with families that were more re-
presentative of the general population, indicated less use of the kitchen 
for eatingo 
Various other uses of the kitchen are shown in Table 18o Obviously 
the kitchen is the center of activity for families living in public housing. 
(Survey 26o) Supportive evidence is furnished by another public-housing 
survey which indicated thats: 8 The kitchen is more often the place .for 
family gathering and for the entertainment of intimate friendso•2 In 
addit1on9 "Cooking~ dining, dishwashing, laundry work, care of' the baby, 
play 93 study 9 repairing, visiting, supervision, budgeting, and many other activities~ all take place in this small room (the kitchen) which must, 
besid~s 9 house countless neeeesa.ry things. •4 
lThe Livability Problems of 1 9 000 Families, NHA, FPHA, 1945, p. 27 o 
2Public Housing Design, 1946, Po 103o 
3Agan9 Tessie9 "Housing and the Family Life Cycle,• Journal of Home 
Econom1cs 9 May 1950o Agan feels that the kitchen should be large 
enough to provide efficient centers, play space for children, space 
for the recital of the day's events by husband and children, and space 
for irlformal mealso Pickering (Shelter for Family Living) also favors 
a play area in the kitchen reasoning that the mother's time is spent 
largely in the k1tcheno Moreover, he contends that this will not af-
fect the efficienc.y of the kitchen since the work centers will be left 
intacto 
4Ptibtlic Housing Design9 1946, Po 106o 
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TABLE 17v EATING IN THE KI TCHEN 
Sampl 
30 families Uving -D p&blio 
bousing project in 8 north m 
oi ties vere interviewedo No 
measurement was made of those 
plamdng to build or bu7 o 
A survey ot 1,062 families living 
in loV=Cost publio housing o No 
measurement was made ot those plano 
Ding to build or bu7 o · 
A survey of 4,900 families vbo 
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and 4-~ were returnedo 
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Laundry Facilities irl the Kitchen 
A8 to use of the kitchen for laundr.y work b,y families living in public 
housing: "Practically all families who do not have access to central 
laundries wash in kitchens, since few aend their washings to commercial 
laundries and few have utility rooms.nl The tenants' main objectiona to 
using the kitchen for laundr.y, according to this survey (No. 26), were: 
l o Inadequate space. 
2o Confusion created by simultaneoue cooking and la~ey 
operations. 
3o Inadequate ventilation, and collection of steam and mois-
ture on living-room walls and furniture where only par-
tial partitions existo 
Specific recommendations for kitchen areas in public-housing unite 
made as a result of this survey were: 
1. Sink-laundr.y trays to be provided in each kitchen regard-
less of accessibility to central laundr,y facilities, 
unless trays are provided in utility rooms. 
2 o Sink-laumry trays to be equipped vi th one drain board of 
heat-resistant materialo 
3o The height of the sink-tray is to be 36 incheso 
4o Drain to be supplied in kitchen area of units of one-bed-
roam sizes where central laundry facilities are unavail-
able. 
5o Three to six feet of counter area, exclusive of drainboard, 
var,ying vi th unit sizes • 
6o Kitchen area to be provided with one ceiling light and 
one double-service outlet.2 
other recommendations as to laundr.y facilities in the kitchen were 
given in a public-housing survey (No. 19): "In projects where no cen-
tral laundr,y facilities are furnished, it must be assumed that all the 
family laundr,y will be done at home. Adequate provisio~ for this work 
will include not less than a deep tray in the kitchen, space for oper-
ation of a washing machine (and storage for it when not in use), access 
to an outdoor dr.ying yard or, if that is not possible, sufficient drying 
space indoors (some space for drying indoors is necesaar,y in any event), 
and, finally, space for the storage and use of the ironing board and 
other necessar.y items required by this work."3 
lThe Livability Probl«ms of 12000 Familiee, NHA, FPHA, 1945, p. 27. 
2rbid., pp. 40- 410 
~blic HoU81pg Design, 1946, P• 111. 
Size Preference for Kitchens--Analysis 
Comparison of the first two surveys (Nose 23 and 38) with the latter ones 
(Nos. 9, 15 and 16) indic~.tes slightly increased preference for larger 
kitchens. (See Chart XI and Table 19a) Without a definition of the terms, 
•large" and "compact", in the first survey (No. 23), however, one cannot 
conclude that such a trend exists. The interpretation of size also depends 
upon whether or not the eating facilities are to be included in the kitchen. 
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Working Heights Preferred in Kitchena--Anal!§is 
Wilson, Roberts, and Thayer,l allowing 2 inches for table-top and --clear..: 
auce above thighe, found preferred sitting-position heights for kitchen 
eq~ipnent to be: 
Kitchen planning desk 
Mixing ·table 
Ironing board 
Sewing table 
25 inches 
24 
24 
24 
They also measured preferre4 ·work-surtace heighte for women in a 
standing position. These are shown in Table 20o 
TABLE 20o PREFERRED WORK-SURFACE HEIGHT 
Height of Person Preferred Wo,rk-Surtace Heights 
Minimum 
30.50 inches 
32.50 
32o50 
"32o50 
32.50 
32.75 
35.00 
Maximum 
.33.00 inches 
34.00 
34o00 
33.50 
34.00 
36.00 
36.50 
Average 
32ol0 inches 
33.10 
33.00 
33.00 
32.20 
.34.56 
35.70 
A study by the American Public H alth Association points out that: 
"In a r6cent study of the heights preferred for different kitchen tasks 
.bY .562 American women, it was found that 82 per cent of them could \18!~ 
without being conscious of strain, a dishwashing height or 32! inches, 
and a rolling height of 3Jf inches. The height preferred for beating was 
in most cases two inches less than that for rolling.n2 
lAgan, Tessie, The House~ po 340. 
2nBasic Principles of Healthful Houaing,n Houeing for Health, 
American Public Health Association) p. 203. 
I 
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Ge~ral:- _ C~lJ.lPl~~te A~ut the K~ tc~~n _ 
A public-housing eurvey (No. 19) disclosed two major complaints about the 
kitchen~ 19 per cent of the familiee reported having inadequate work epaoe 
and 31 per cent had inadequate storage for perishable f'oode. Another 
publie-houeing survey (No. 26) found three complainte regarding kitchen 
etorages 1) •too little provided"; 2) •too little eloeed"; and 3) •too 
much out of' reaeho•1 
Additional complaints regarding the kitchen in general were: 
1o Work areas too emall.. 
2o Kitchen-dining areae too sm&l.l, insufficiently lighted and 
undesirably locatedo 
3o Inadequate ventilation in some pr~jecte in south. 
4. Inadequate, or no, work-top area. 
Specific objeetione to kitchen areae were: •inadequate to eeat f'amlly8 ; 
"dining epace too close to stove•; "can't work together"; •no space to put 
thinge"; "m1ust use stove f'or work table•; and 'Duet move furniture out 
when we waeh" o 3 
Still more complaints were registered in a magazine eurvey. 
(See Table 21.) 
An analysis of' 103 kitchen plane b.1 the University of IlliDoie Small 
Homee CouncU4 diecloeed weakneeeee of kiteheneo Faulte moet frequently' 
found were: 
·1o Storage epace in baee cabinet ineuff'ieient 
2o Wall cabinet etorage inadequate 
3 o Too little ceunter space (total) provided 
4. No countc-· adjacent to range 
5o Traffic through work area 
6. Too little window area 
Timee Foupd 
92 
71 
67 
61 
59 
57 
ltivabUitY Probleme of laOOO FamUiee, NHA, FPHA, Po 33o 
' 2 Ibidop Po 25o 
3 Ibido p Po 38o 
4Kitchen Planning Standards, Small Homee Council., University of 
nlinois·~ October 1949, p. 2. ·-
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61o0% 
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34o0 
Canments and Evaluation (Kitchenl 
Recommendations for kitchen storage areas in public-housing units 
made as a result of the above-mentioned survey (No. 26) were: 
lo One base cabinet not less than 2 1 x 3' for !-bedroom 
units; two base cabinets not less than 2 1 x 3' each, 
for all larger units; or the equivalent amount of base 
cabinet areao Each base cabinet to be equipped with 
one shelf and one d~wero 
2o Fro~ 18 to 30 feet of open and closed shelving to be 
provided in addition to base cabinets--amounts to var,y 
with unit sizeso 
3o At least one-half of storage area, exclusive of base 
cabinets, to be reachable. 
4o Two-thirds of all shelving, exclusive of base cabinets, 
to be closedo Open area preferably locate~ over sinko 
5o Cabinets for food should be preferably located on an 
inside wall and at a sufficient distance from the 
stove to be reasonably coolol 
As before indicated, recommendations made as a result of 
surveys of families living in public-housing units are not 
necessarily valid with respect to other groupso Too often 
they are "minimum" minimum requirements, and at times they are 
inflexible in that they are not related to unit sizes, as is 
evident b.r the recommendations made as a result of a public-
housing survey (Noo 26)o In addition, some of the recommenda-
tions are too general to be of much valueo 
The first recommendation given above, for instance, is in-
adequate even in ter.ms of minimum requirements, assuming a base 
cabinet 2 feet deep and 3 feet wide is referred to. 
The University of Illinois Small Homes Council2 recommebds 
the following amounts of base cabinete (36 inches high and 
24 inches deep) for a family of four: 
For Ample Storage Space: 
Liberal supplies 
Limited supplies 
For Minimum Storage Space: 
Liberal supplies 
Limited supplies 
13 1-6" (including 36 inches 
under sink bowl) 
lln-on (including 30 tnches 
under sink bowl) 
llu-on (including 30 inches 
under sink bowl) 
8V-6n (including 24 inches 
under sink bowl) 
lThe Livability Problems of loOOO Families, NHA., FPHA, po 4lo 
2Cabinet Space for the Kitchen, Small Hames Council, University of 
Illinois, February 1949, Po 6o Storage requirements were deter-
mined on the basis of typical supply lists as determined qy the 
survey methodo 
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The University or Illinois Small Homes Council recommends 
arranging the kitchen in four centers - sput center, range 
center~ serving center~ and mixing centero These four unite, 
properly arranged and outfitted with utensils, dishes and food 
items, ~hould be related to each other so that work flows con-
veniently from one center to anothero "Space can be saved b7 
combining wall-cabinet storage in kitchen centers which are 
closely r lated in function, applianc used, or counter space 
needed--if these centers are adjacenton2 
In another publication by the Small H~es Council, reasons 
are given for not isolating the centerso ·nAn as~embly made up 
or isolated centers is not to be recommended because 1) traffic 
cuts through the work triangle; 2) difficulty is encountered in 
locating dinnerware cabinet~ near the sink; 3) the advantages 
of continuous counter and multiple use of such counter is lost; 
4) more cabinets are needed to meet requirement~ when centers 
are combined; and 5) the swing of doors is likely to interfere 
with appliances and cabinetson3 
Wilson suggests that the cost of the entire kitchen may be 
minimized by the following procedures: 
lo Plan counter space to provide the minimum. ade~te 
amount of work surface needed at each centero 
2o Utilize the available storage space above and be-
low ·each-surfaceo 
3o Provide for the remaining storage needs by meane of 
floor~to-ceiling cabinet~o4 
She also suggests that the kitchen be arranged so ·that the 
sum of the distances between range, sink, and meal table (or 
dining-room door) is as small as possibleo5 Heiner and 
McCullough place special emphasis on the pro6ision for storage 
of utensils and foods at place or first useo 
lcabinet Space~ Small Homes Council~ University of Illinoisg 
February 1949, PPo 4-5o 
2Ibido~ Pe 7o 
3Handbook of Kitchen Design~ Small Homes Counctl 9 University of 
Illinoisp 1950~ Po 6lo 
4wilson9 Maud~ Consideratione in Planning Kitchen Cabineta 9 Po 5o 
5Ibido, Po 9o 
6Hein r 9 Mary9 and McCullough, Helen Eo~ Kitchen Cupboards that 
Simplify Storagf, 1947, Po 2o 
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The kitchen is one or the most studied rooms in the houeeo 
A series of University of Illinois Small Homes Council publi-
cations represent the latest studies in this field. The Hand-
book of Kitchen Design! contains sound recommendations for 
planning ld tchen space o 
Most surveys do not recognize the increasing popularity of 
automatic laundry equipment {wa,hers .and driers). An automatic 
laundr,y presents new planning ·co~ideratioqa in regard to 
k1 tchens, utility rooms and ba~em,ents o. . som._ space requirements 
have been set up by Helen McCullqugh, assista~~ ~rotessor of 
home economics, University of Illinois, but these are as yet 
unpublishedo 
lHandbook of Kitchen Design, Small Homes Council, Universit7 of 
Illinois, 1950o 
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IDCHEN AND LIVING ROCM COMBINED 
Only one survey attsmpted to determin the demand for the combined kitchen 
and living roomo (See Table 22, Survey 9o} About three-tenths of the 
l~S37 families survey d wanted these two rooms cambinedo 
Use of the Kitch n-Living Roo~-Analf!is 
Another survey (Noo 20) indicated that the kitchen was often ueed as a 
living room in rural Swdeno This survey also found that in urban 
ar as: "The importance of the kitchen as a living room decreases as the 
size or the apartment incr aseeonl 
General Co.mpl inta 
A publ~~housing survey (Noo 32) reveal d that, where there were half 
partitions betwe n the kitchen and living room~ 50 per cent of the sur-
~ yees wanted full partitions with a dooro Another public-housing sur-
vey (Noo 26) b~ought out several obj ctions to partial partitions be-
tween living roolll8 and kitchens, namely: l) kitchen within view or 
living room; 2) living room exposed to odors and dampness from kitchen 
cooking and laundry vork; and 3) lack of pri vac1 ~ both for 11 ving room 
and ldtcheno2 
lRiemer, Svendg "A Research Note on Sociological Home Planning~" 
Am rican Journal of Sociology~ May 194lg po S68o 
2Livability Problems of 1 9 000 Fmnilies, NHA, FPHA, po 14o 
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CroveU-Co111• 
eaeaNh PN3en, 1946~ 
· TABLE 22~ DEMAND FOR A KITCIIEII=LtVDil ROOM OCIBIIIltt.IOI 
KITCHEl AID DINING ROOM COMBINED 
Only fom- of the surveys analyzed treated this topic; moreoTer, they 
only cover a period of two yearso (See Chart XII and Table 23.) It 
appeare~ however9 that most families do not want to combine the kitchen 
and dining roomg only about one-tenth favoring this combination. A 
publie=housing survey (Boo 3) indicated: •The kitchen-dining room needs 
more study o It is the most used room in the house o ••• •1 
COliDD8ats and Evaluation 
At first examination~ it would appear that families hold 
contradictory attitudeso That is, ·they want to eat in tn. 
kitchen9 yet they do not want the Qining area combined with 
th8 ki tebeno Obviously families interpreted the question 
to mean that a dining room would not be included in the house 
plane if' dining space was provided in the ki tcheno More than 
half' of the families want a separate dining room regardless 
of other provisions made for eating epaceo 
The conclusion can be drawn that the average family 
wishes to have an informal dining space in the kiteheno At 
the eam time, the family expects to bav an additional space 
for more formal dining9 either in a dining room proper or 1D 
one part of the living roomo 
lway.man9 Leonard~ •The Public Tenant Speake,• .Architectural Forum~ 
AprU 19~~ pp. 217-222o . 
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~UP-.VEV YEAR SAMPL~ 
NO. ~I!E 
38 !944 11887 
lq46 1937 
15 1946 IQ~5 
16 IQ46 1910 
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R&C..P.~~T f OtJAL AR£A 
C~APlT XII 
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BEDROOMS 
Number ot Bedroome Preferred-Analpie 
Approximately f'ive-tenths of all the surveyees want three bedroom.,; 
three-tenths want two bedrooms; and two-tenths want four bedrooms or more. 
Only a very f•w want just one bedroomo 
Three surveys (Nos. 37, 2 and 36) compared the number of bedrooms 
which families had with the number of bedrooms desired. (s .. Chart XIII 
and Table 24.) The rmmber of' persons wanting 2-bedroom houses was about 
equal to thoee having two bedrooms. Far more families wanted three bed-
roome than those who had themo The number wanting four-bedroom houses 
was about equal to tbose having them, with the exception of the survey 
(Boo 36) concerned with families with children. In this group, almost 
three times ae many families wanted four-bedroom houeee ae bad them. 
The surveys are not sufficiently detailed to determine the relation-
ship between the number of persons in the family and the rmmber of' bedrooms 
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Bedroom Size Preferenee--Anal;ysis 
The 1011 x 15 v bedroom is first in popularity for both the "master• bed-
room and the •regular• bedroomo (See Chart XIV and Table 25o) The next 
preferred size for the •master• bedroom is 12 • x 18•. The 9 1 x 12 1 is the 
second preferred size for the •regular" bedroom. 
Generally speaking, about four-tenths or the surveyees vant the 
"master• bedroom to be 12 r x 18 1 ; three-tenths want it to be 10 1 x 15 1 ; 
on&-tenth want it larger than 12 1 x 18 1 ; one-tenth want it, 91 x 12'; 
and a very small per cent want it, 7 1 x 9 1 o 
With respect to the •regular• bedroom, about five-tenths want it to 
be 10 11 x 15 1 ; four-tenths want it1 91 x 12 1 ; one-tenth want it, 12 1 x 18 1 s 
a few want it to be larger than 12' x 18 1 , but none want it, 7 1 x 9'. 
The Wilson and Wells survey measured the popularity of nine different 
combinations of room sizes f'rom 9 1 x 12 1 to 12 1 x 16 1 o In this study, by 
far the most popular size was the 12 1 x 141 o Second in popularity was the 
10 11 x 12 u ; third was 12 9 x 12 1 • 
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TABLE 25o SIZE OF THE BEDROOMS 
Sun-e:r Sample 
(39) Wilson, Mg, and Welle, A survey ot 4SO Oregon homemak reo Dimensions wanted 
L o, Housing Plannig 60% 11 ved on farms and the rest 1n &n ow bedroom 
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W men, Oregon Agri= measurement wa mad ot those plaft:- 10° X 12f1 
oulture Experillent ning to build or bUJo 121 X 12V 
Station, Bulletin 369, 12 1 X 151 
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14' X 14° 3o3 
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1946o Larg ) 
Real&£ ~!3r m ~ 
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l2D ::t 18°) 1 
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TABLE 2So SIZE OF THE BEDROO ~ (Contdo) 
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----------------------·-------------------------------------------------- ------------------~~ 
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Pret rred Siz or 
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No answ 
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121 X 18° 
larger 
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7° X 9 9 
9 11 X 121 
101 X 15° 
12 t X 181 
larger 
Master ·Bedrocm 
71 X 9n 
91 X 121 
10° X 159 
12 1 X 181 
rger 
Don't knov 
Regular Bedroom 
7 1 X 9° 
9i1 X 12 1 
101 15ti 
l2°xl 
Larg 
Don't know 
Use of the Bedrooms-hal:ysis 
One survey (No. 4) determined that the bedroom was used for a wide 
variety or activities. (See Chart XV and Table 26.) Both a public-
housing survey (No. 20) and a magazine survey (No. 2) found that the 
bedrooms were· used most by the children for study and play (activities 
other than sleeping). · 
5UPNEY YEA~ SAMPLE 
NO. tSI Z.E. 
Cl-tlLD~E.N'S S\UD'Y 
~tq-45 lOOO 
37% 
Ct-1\tD~Et.l'S PLA.'I 
1945 IOOO 
14% ' 
CI-IA~T- X! 
USE· OF THE. 5EDPlOOMS FOP- STUDYING AND PLAYING 
TABLE 26o DJ...ITIME USE OF THE BEDRoo•f! 
Survey 
(4) Blum, ?tll·ton and Beatrice 
Candee, FemilY Bebayio~, 
A titt~es and Posses ions, 
Research Stu:iy 51 John 
Bo Pierce Foundation~ 
1944o 
(26) The Livab111tx Problems 
ot 1 1000 Families, 
~- National Housing Agency, 
1 FPHA, 1945o 
( 2) Behind the Blueprints~ 
Better Homes aDd 
Garden~, Meredith Pub. 
Coo, Des Moines, Iaot 
1946., 
Sampls 
A survey ot 6S families living in 
par t building&g and 66 
families living in one-family house • 
No measu:r ment was made ot those 
p1 anni ng to build or buy o 
A aurvey ~ of. 1 1062 families living. 
in low-cost publlo housing" Ho 
measurement vas made of those ple.n-
DiDg to build or bey. 
A aurvq of 4, 900 famllies lolho 
definitely plan to buiJ d a neW' 
home. Quea·t.ionnairGa were mailed . 
aDd 42% were r turned\} 
----------·--------------------~----------------------~-------· 
Sewr. g 
R ading 
Conversing 
Writing 
Radio listening 
Study 
Grnu tathatings 
Wr·iting 
Children r creat.on 
{of families with children) · 46 
Ohildrsna stuiy 
(of families w:l th children) 30 
Sewing 25 
Ironing 6 
Children t'Udy 
Children play 
General Complaints About Bedrooms 
The most frequent tenant complaints about the bedroom, according to a 
public-housing survey (No. 26~ were: 
1. Area too small. 
2. Width too narrow. 
3. Location requires passage through the main 11ving-~oam area. 
4. Location or doors, windows, and closets prevent desirable 
bed locatione. 
5. Inadequate window area or window location for necesear,y 
ventila~ion, particularly in southern areas.l 
Incidentally, this ·survey also determined that 52 per cent •nted dou-
ble beds; 25 per cent, twin beds; and 23 per cent, single beds only. 
Bedrooms in Public-Housing Unite 
One eurvey (Noo 8) .recOIDJDended that bedrooms be designed for multiple 
use: "Bedroome, too often suit~ble only for sleeping, would be more 
effective if also useful for: 
1. Quiet space for homework or hobbies, for both adults and 
childreno 
2. Secondary living-room space where club-age boys and girls 
can discuss thsir own at~a~rs with their own friende.n2 
other recommendations for bedroom8 in public-housing units made as 
a result of Surv•y 19 were: 
1. Allow tree space beyond the limits of door swings. 
2. Don't destroy good wall spaces by radiator locations. 
3o Consider location of the closets with respect to furni-
ture. 
4. Allow apac for the crib away from tratfico 
5. Remember that locating beds too nes,r or facing directly 
toward windows is objectionable. 
6. Place window sills of firet-floor bedrooms above out-
door eye-level if possible.3 
lLivability Problems of 1 8000 Families, NHA, FPHA, 1945, Po 43. 
2coit, Elizabeth, "Housing From the Tenantos Viewpoint," Archi-
tectural Record, April 19421 ppo 71-84. 
3Public Housing Design, NHA, FPHA, June 1946, p. 106. 
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Comments and Evaluation (Bedrooms) 
In one of the more careful studies on bedrooms,1 the Small 
Homes Council has established the following sizes for bedrooms 
based on furniture and necessary clearaneeso The smallest 
single bedroom requires 8 1 x lOY plus an additional 8 square 
feet for drawer spaceo The smallest double bedroom requires 
10 8 x 12 no The smallest twin bedroom should be 10 1 x 14 9 or 
12 1 x 12 8 o These rooms are based on single or twin beds 
69=10" long and JB~n wide, and double beds of the same 
length but 4n-6" wideo A 2-foot clearance on at least one 
side of the bed and at the foot is necessary; this should be 
increased to 3 feet where dressers or desks are adjacent to 
the bedo 
On the basis of the above recommendations~ a series of 
bedrooms were developeda2 Most of these bedrooms are above 
minimum sizeo The single bedrooms have noor space for a 
desk9 chair and chest in add~tion to the bedo Double and 
twin bedrooms have space for at least ori chest of drawers--
usually two~ or a chest of drawers and a desko 
From this study~ it would appear that the 7 8 x 9a choice 
for a master bedroom (Table 25 ~ Surveys 9 9 15 and 16) was 
without reasono The surveys failed to define "ma.stertt and 
"regular" bedrooms and to specify the bed size requirements 
:for eacho 
!Contemporary Houses Developed from Room Units» Small Homes Councilp 
Uni ersity of Illinois~ 1951~ PPo 16=2lo 
2Ibido 9 Po 16.o 
=93=> 
BATHROOM 
Number of Bathrooms Preferred--Analysis 
All of the surveys that measured the demand for both one and two bathrooms 
revealed that the one-bathroom house is preferred about twice as often as 
the two-bathroom house. (See Chart XVI and Table 27.) There is a trend 
toward houses with one bathroom and away from houses with two bathrooms. 
The demand for three bathrooms is steady, but light. 
When the number of bathrooms wanted is related to money to be spent 
on the home (Surveys 23, 2 and 27), however, the situation changes a great 
dealo There is a close relationship between the cost of the new home and 
the number of bathrooms wantedo A large majority building houses that f'all 
within the high-price range want two (or more) bathrooms. 
Roughly speaking, about six-tenths of the mu;veyees want one bathroom, 
and four-tenths want two bathroomso 
SUfWE.Y tJo. --+ 2~ 
~£~~ ~ ~6 
SAMPLE SIZE__.. 11207 
l-J 0 M !>f.!'-. or I 
~OOMS WAWTEP t 
O~E 
TWO 
TI4~EE OP, MOP\E 
37 
1944 
1000 
24 14 q . 2. 15 16 1Q 10 
194-S 1945 IQ46 IQ46 1946 1946 19~ 194Q 
IS58:' :!»B6 IB'?>7 4900 IQ35 'A70 4007 16'2.12 
:,.'2% 
.. 
CHAP..T :xiC 
NUMI'Efl.. .OF e>ATr4fllOOMS WANTE.D 
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\ 
IS 27 
1950 t9SO 
!418 
Survey 
(23) "Small House Preview", 
A£.qhi tectu.,.!l Forumn 
PP0 406-4201 Novo 
.1936, 
(37) What s Thousand F&Hl 
Families are Going to 
do About Building~ 
Successful Farming, 
1944~. 
(24) The American Womanus 
Home of Tomorrow, Part 
III9 The Nev House~ 
MCCall Corp~~ New York, 
No Yoel945o 
Sampla 
A mail survey of 11,207 famili e 
dete ning what people UkeG 21% 
may build within th xt 2 7'J So 
A survey of readers ot Suaceestul 
[armipgs, l, 000 families planning 
to build or 1')emodel answered a 
mail queetionnaireo 
A survey of 18D580 ~~ sub= 
soriber familieso 79o5% plan to 
build or buy a new housec 
Noe of bathl'o 
want d 
1 
Finding$ 
2 or mor0 
Number umbe 
Ho of batbroo wan,;,ing we.ntin 
wanted by money one 
spent on ho __ bathr m 
Not given 12Q8% 
Under $5,000 68c 7 
$5D000 = 6DOOO 59cJ 
t6~000 ~ $7D000 50o3 
t?,OOO.~ $8,500 37o9 
· 8,500 -$10,000 24ol 
$l0g000- 15,000 9o3 
Above 151 000 4o5 
Bathrooms 
1 
2 or more 
Bathrooms 
1 
2 
3 or more 
·Present 
Home 
25o9% 
loS 
Survey 
( 14) Jioma Own r Survp,:, 
Better Homes and 
Gard ns Research Divo, 
" r edi th Pub~ Co "' , Des 
Moines, Ia.J, 1945,, 
{ 9) Q.S!..lliez's Families 
JJ.emtt Their Housipg 
Pl s!\{Lfor Tomorroy. 
Cr ow ll~~ollier Research 
Pl"'ojeet , 1946, 
(2} ~d. th§ BltU?ptinta, 
Bat t r Homes and 
Ga:t'd.ana i Meredith Pub< 
Coo, Des Moines, Ia ~ 9 
l946o 
'!'ABLE 27 o NUMBER OF BATHROOMS ( Contdo ) 
Sample 
A survey of 386 BJGter Homes a!!l 
Gardeps subscribor familiae who 
plan to build, b~ 11 or remodel (7o72% returns)o 
Questionnaires w~ mailed t(') 
31000 representativ ~llier 
reader tam!l1ea0 1~ 837 famdli s 
( 61%) 8128veredo 16% will build 
and 10% wi 11 b~ a new homo, 
A survey ot 4, 900 families who 
definitely p18n to build a new 
homeo Questionnaires !.tlera mailed 
and ~ were returnedc 
Ba 
1 lt 
2 or more 
Noo ot batl ooms 
wanted by monay 
to ba soont or.& 
-t~~iio~-c:..-.: ...... 
lc:l 
...... ,2 
B 
69o~ 
69 
:'0.'1 
3 
(15) H0118ea, Woman's H 
C , Crovell-
ollier Pub. Coo, New 
York, No Yo 1 1946. 
(16) HotyJipg Pl,ns ot Fmp1lisg, 
The American Maguine, 
Crowell-collier Pubo Coo, 
New York, R. Yo, 1946o 
TAEIE 27 ~ m· lMBllm 
Sample 
0 -ye So 
A 8Ul.'WJ1 of r era of Ibe American. 
Me.gasinao 1,970 ~ a mdl 
questionnaire ( 66% returns). 27% 
plan to bh-y or build a n home. 
I 
----------------------------------~------------------------------~~------~---------
(29) Urban HousiDg Sqt'!eY, 
Sat~ EveniDg Post 
Research Depto 1 Cur is 
Pubo Coo 1 .do 'o 946o 
Survq 
(:U.S) "Publioos B uepr nt of 
Kind of Ho it Wants, 
(2'Z') The ey Hguse Next DRK., 
t r Homes rmd 
GardeDS 9 D a t~c;1nas 9 Ia~, 
1950c 
TABLE'Z'Io TI 00 · (C ntdo) 
T usaDds ot qu atioDDairea were 
iled but no DBD.tlon vaa a 
to the xaot mDDbero 96~5% plan 
to build, 2~5% plan to btq', and 2o 
plan to remdel., 51% going to 
build in 6 months J 12% in '1 nth 
to s ye J 20% 1n 1=5 years J and 5~ 
in )=.5 Ye!lNo 
,960 questionnaires ver mailed to 
e.milies vho plaD to Dllild ! 
homaso ls416 q stionn ires were 
turned {72~) 0 
5 
Ha.lt-Baths, Powder Rooms, and Toilet Compartments-Analysis 
Surveys concerned with extra lavatories (half-baths) show that roughly 
four-tenths of' the families want an extra lavatory. (See Cbart XVII and 
Table 28.) 
There is a close relationship between the cost of the house and the 
demand for half-baths, with the higher-priced homes including plans far 
half-baths or extra lavatories. This is shown by Surveys 2 and 27. The 
first survey (No. 2) also found that an extra lavatory was wanted more 
often ~ families with children. In addition, it was found (See Table 29, 
Survey 2) that plans for the more expensive homes included separate toilet 
compartments more often than the less costly houses. The demand for a 
separate toilet compartment is slightly greater in cities. 
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SURVEY V£AP. SAMPLf; 
No. Sl IE 
14 194 5 ~86 ~1'/1 BAT~S E) .l"/o 
I 
t6 IQ46 1970 ~~x~£~\A:t:i~~ 53 % 
14 IQ45 18580 ~0~~~:~~~~~~1~~~~~~ 34.8 °/o 
52"/, 
IS 19~5 
27 (950 I 
18 1950 
CHP\RT nTI 
DE..MAND FO~ HALF-P.>AiHS~ POW DE~ . ~OOtv\5) 0121 E.XI~A LA.VATO~I ES 
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TABLE 28 HALF=BATHS, PamER ROOMS <E EXTRA LA ~TORIES 
--~-===~~----------~--·---------------------------------------~~------~~-~--------~ 
( 16) iou ing PJa s ot Families. 
The Am8rican Magazine, . 
CroweJ..l:::Colller Pubc Coo 1 
Naw York, NoY~ 9 l946o 
(2) Ptbipd tb! Blueprint&, 
Better Ho s and 
Gard ns, Meredith Pub. 
Co jp Des Moines9 I o~ 
1946~ 
A Bu.rft7 of 189 580 MqC f~ e 
eoriber tamllieso ?9oS p 
build or bu7 a new bou o 
A sune7 of d rs or~ rican 
}4agaz1p•~ :1.1970 a m'.lil 
que stioxmaire ( 66% returns) o 27'J, 
plan to buy or build a !»JW bo o 
A surve7 ot 4,900 famiUes who 
defini to ]Jr plan to build a w 
hous o Questionnaires were iled 
and 42% were ret~nedo 
* . Surveys do not, make it ol ar as to vh ther or not "La torr' f rs to 
:r room or 1 vatary 
Bat~ 
1 th and an 
tra lavatory 
h no · or 
t 

Bathing Preferences--Analysis 
Surveys indicate that the combination tub-and-shower is most popular 
(Chart XVIII and Table 29); separate tub and a shower are next in popu-
larityo The demand for only a shower stall or only a tub is light, but 
about equal. In general, about six-tenths of the families want a combi-
nation tub-and-shower arrangement; three-tenths want a separate tub and 
a showero Very few want only a tub or only a shower. 
A public-housing survey (No. 19) indicated that, in general, women 
preferred tub baths and men preferred showers. "Women like tubs--men 
like showers. A shower over tub would be a good thing.nl Another 
survey (No. 32) showed that women wanted tubs for both themselves and 
their children. The increasing acceptance of the shower was shown by 
another survey. "In 1936, 85 per cent preferred a tub only. (In the 
1948 survey, 18 per cent of this same group wanted a tub only o ) This 
indicates a change in standards since admittance to public housing.n2 
One survey (No. 2) indicated that the shower stall was popular among 
young families. This survey also indicated that the more expensive 
houses 11 will have a shower stall more often"-presumably this meant in 
addition to a tub. 
lPublic Housing Design, NHA, FPHA, p. 107. 
2Friedman, Beatrice, Better Housing for the Family, Women's City 
Club, New York, 1948, p. 22. 
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S URVE. Y NO. -- 23 
YE.A~ - IQ36 
SAMPLE S11E-- 11207 
(, 0 M B l N ~ T I ON 
TUB AND 5HOW£R 
. SEP~R.ATE TUB 
. ~ND S~OW~R 
24 . 
1945 
tasao 
56.4% 
2 
1946 
4QOO 
$ 
S"l% 
IS 
1'14b 
IQ!>S 
;:;% 
16 
1946 
\9'70 
56% 
'37'% 
. I llo/o bolo 
SHOWr:R STALLONlY•--~---~-·7.% ____ _.~:.c~~~~~ ____ _.·5.o/o.__....__ ____ _ 
10% 
TUB ONI...Y 
jt WOT CLEAR AS TO ME.ANING.- MAY NOT BE S~OWE'P. STALL ONLY 
CHA~I m 
'bAT~ lNG FACI"~ITIES WANTE.D 
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flS) Woman•a Home 
/.., (16) ~ 
COJip\Dion, Or ell-
Collier Pub. Coo 1 ev 
Yo. k, N oYo 1 Mlq 1946o 
Bous1pg Plans o( 
Fam1J.1ea 1 The American 
Dagas1De, Crowell-
Collier Pubo Ooo t 
New York, RoYo, June 
l9~ho 
TABlE 2 r; BATBROO. FEATURES ED (Con ) 
A ot W C 
readerao 11935 8D8Verecl mall 
queationne1r (65• r tuna)c 16~ 
vUl build ard 9% v1ll ln\v 
ho. 1n the next 2 yearao 
A aurver ot readers of .:c.TweUlJB&a!!!!!t!!-. 
M&gasinto 1,970 8D8W8red mall 
queatioDDaire ( 66% ret ns) o 2'rf. -
of this graoup inteDd to ~ ar build -
new bome&o 
Umeo:~.~aea 
Bath tub and 
BbO'llfer se te 
Shew stall nly' 
Tub only 
Co 1 ion tub 
Combination ub and sho 
:thtub stall 
shov«r eparate 
T ·-onl7 
Sh er only 
32 
9 
5 
~ I 
, 
TABIE 29 BATHROOO FEATtlRFS \ !J::_ED . ( Contd~) 
S'tln'ey S ple 
------
(2) B th B~· .. f.!!·~" 
Better Hom a and 
Garde , .eredith Pub 
Coo 9 Des ine lao 
1946o 
CIT of · 9 900 es vho 
detiDite~ plan to build a nev hoUBe. 
QuestioJWaire ere ma11ed and 42~ 
re ret n " u s,ooo 
s,ooo- soo 
t7,soo- 10 ooo 
10,000 - $15,000 
tls,ooo ~ 
Al houses 
UDI 5,000 
·s,ooo - 7 ,soo 
,;oo 10,000 
$10,000 - 15,000 
15,000 Ower? 
22 
27 
33 
31 
34 
Use of the Bathroo~Analxsie 
Few statistics are available as to the use of the bathroom. Only one 
survey measured activities performed in the bathroom. (See Table JO,) 
Another survey concluded that the bathroom was often called upon to 
relieve the over-used kitchen, especially for laund~ work, and might 
well be arranged and equipped for light laundering.! 
lcoit, op. cit,, pp. 71-84. 
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General Complaint3 Ab9ut Bathrooms 
The major objections to bathrooms recorded in a public-housing survey 
(No. 26) were: 
1. Areas too small (25 per cent were less than 32 square 
feet). 
2o No lavatories, or lavatories inadequately designed. 
3o No shelving and no, or an insufficient number of, towel 
racks. 
4o No medicine cabinet, or medicine cabinet too small. 
5o Pull cords instead of wall switches. 
Another survey (No. 4) revealed a somewhat different set of co~ 
plaints, as shown in Table 31. 
TABLE 31. PET PEEVES ABOUT BATHROOM) 
Too small (4 1-10" x 61-8") 
Untiled walls 
Layout poor 
Noisy 
Window over tub 
Tub or basin too small 
One toilet insufficient 
Poor plumbing 
Lack of towel space 
Group A 
(65 families in 
apartments 
29% 
38 
0 
6 
8 
6 
5 
0 
0 
Group H 
(66 families in 
houses 
58% 
8 
6 
0 
5 
2 
0 
5 
6 
It is significant that only 29 per cent of the apartment group re-
garded the 4'-10" x 6 1-811 bathroom as too small; whereas 58 per cent of 
the house group were dissatisfied with this same size bathroom. Differ-
ence in family stage between these two groups may be a factor. Children 
living in Group H were older than those living in Group A; however, 
Group A contained almost 50 per cent more children than Group H. Th13 
may also explain the greater concern by the Group A families over untiled 
wallso 
-liO-
Bathrooms in Public-Housing Units 
I 
As a result of Survey 26, recommendations set up for bathrooms in public-
housing units 1ere: 
1. Areas should be a minimum of 32 square feet, preferably 
.35 square feet. 
2. Five-bedroom units should be provided with an additional 
lavatory and toilet enclosed in an area separated from 
the bath. 
3. Medicine cabinet should be at least 18• x 22• with a glass 
area 1 1 x 18". 
4. A minimum of shelving 30• x 9" should be provided in all 
bathrooms in two-bedroom units and larger. 
5. Strips should be provided for all bathrooms for tenant's 
supply of towel racks. 
6. The design of the lavatory should be such as to permit 
the placement of glass and soap dish on the rim, unless 
holder 1 or open shelf under the medicine cabinet is pro-vided. . 
Further recommendations established by another public-housing survey 
(No. 19) were& 
"Adequate light and ventilation, preferably natural, are first con-
siderations, and ready access to the window without having to bend over 
the tub is desirable; if, however, layout economy places the tub under the 
window, this should . overrule the advantage of' convenience. Placing the 
water-closet adjacent to the tub provides a handy seat for the mother 
drying ema.ll children. If' the lavatory can be located where its users 
will not be struck by a swinging door, this will be appreciated; and a 
well-lighted space for the lavatory is also welcomed."2 
This survey also indicated that experience in ' New York public housing 
showed that approaching the bath thr~ugh the bedroom was bad, for it 
destroys the privacy of the bedroom. 
ColDDlents and Evaluation 
Minimum floor areap including required clearances, for a 
bathroom having the usual three fixtures is set at 
32§- square feet; minimum area for units having a stall 
showeJ: (instead of tub) and a corner lavatory is 25 square 
feet.4 
!Livability Problems of 1,000 Families, NHA, FPHA, Po 52. 
2Public Housing Design, NHA, FPHA, p. lf17. 
3~09 Po lf'l7o 
4"Planning Units for Service Requirements," Architectural Forum, 
June 1939, Po 106. 
-lllc:::> 
The space requirements for the bathroom, 32 to 35 square 
feet, suggested b,y the public~housing survey (No. 26} are ade-
quate minimum requirements for the three-fixture units. 
There is no space left, however, for items found in the typi~ 
cal bathroom, such as clothes hamper, bathinette, etc• An 
area of about 40 square feet should be provided for a bat~ 
room so equippedo 
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BASEMENT--UTILITY SPACE 
Basement vs, Utility Roo~Analysis 
No sharp line can be drawn between the demand for a basement and the 
demand for a utility room. Most surveys do not describe the utility room, 
but leave the interpretation up to the surveyee, ~e popular interpretation 
appears to be a room for laundry usually on the first floor. (The rural 
population expands the use of this room considerably.) Most of the surveys-
show that some people want both a basement and a utility room. As noted 
above, the location of the desired utility room is not always certain--
it may be in the basement but it is more likely to be on the first floor 
(Chart XIX and Table 32). 
Generally speaking, a0out seven-tenths of the surveyees want basement~, 
while about four-tenths want utility rooms. 
Regardless of the great demand for a basement: "Full basements were 
provided in only an estimated 36 per cent of the single-family detached 
houses built during the first half of 1950. Virtually all the rest had no 
basements, showing the shift toward crawl-space and slab-on-grade con- . 
struction, The 1940 FHA analysis showed slightly r>re than half of single : 
detached houses built at that time had basements." ' 
Basement demand is strongly tied to regional preferences. Had all of 
the surveys concerned with basement demand made a geographic breakdown, 
these data would be more helpful since those that do (Nos. 29 and 27) re-
veal significant regional differences, Survey 27, which had all areas of 
the United States represented, showed that the basement demand varied from 
9S per cent in the New England area to S per cent in the "West South 
Central," with the demand decreasing progressively as one traveled from 
east to south and west, Another nation-wide survey, conducted by the 
Housing and Home Finance Agency, furnished supportive evidence " ••• of the 
tot,al. .. aingla~f'amily residences built during the first half of 1950, 
practically all those in Florida were basementless, This type of house 
was prevalent also across the South from Louisiana through Texas and up l 
through the Rocky Mountain states, Houses with basements were concentrated 
primarily in the Northeast, North Central, and Midwest states,"2 Compari-
son of Surveys Nos, 39 and 37 with the rest of the surveys indicates 
that farm families want basements more often than urban families do, 
!surveying Materials Used in House Construction, Housing and Home 
FiD&DCe AJKency news release, Washington 25, D, c., July IS, 1951. 
Unpaged, 
2Ibid. 
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SURV~"( No. 
YEA.R 
S.._MPLE. S11E 
BA5£ M~NT 
(JIIUL.t.. ott. PA~TIA.L) 
UTILITY 
(OR. U..U~t>RY) 
?>ct 37 2.4 14 2.9 '~ , ~(~, 2 15 10 27 18 12. 
lq+o 'tct44 1q4s rq4s 1Cf4-~ IGJ4~ 19410 1q4~ 1q+" 1q4"- .1q4q 195'0 tqso ,q.st 
450 1000 IS,.sso ~8(0 4007 1'170 ISi.7 '05"1& 4qoo ICf~S" 1&>2.12. l+te 
CI-1APlT 
bASEMENT 
XIX 
DEMAND 
WITH COMPA~ATIVE. UTILITY PIOOM PE.MAN 0 
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s 
(39) Wi g Mo ~ and Well g 
LoD Hogae Plang1gg 
Ideas of Orecon Rural 
H2mD~ 1940o 
( 37) What a Thouupd Pam 
Pamil1ee re Qoipg to 
g_o About BuildiaSD 
Succeesrul Fandrlgp 
1944o 
{24) 
(14) 
fha Amer1oap VomaD e s 
Haae ot Tomorroy1) Part 
III~ The Rev House~ 
McCall Corp .. 9 Now York, 
BcYog 1945.., _ 
s p1e 
A '1' ot 4 So 
60% 11 ed en f and the rest in 
villages and suburba.D area8o 
~un~rm~aent ua d ot ih 
ni g tn buUd or b117 o 
A &Un'e7 of lS 9 
soriber families ., '19 o S 
build or buJr a new h 
Utility R 
Ba "' Uiillty=la,....,.~~ r 
Kite 
Survey 
(29) t1fban Hou iDg Sur!!l» 
Saturday »¥ nmg Poet 
R s ch Dept~ 9 Curtie 
l\}g,j Coo~ l9./.6o 
( 16) Hottsing Plana of 
Families~ Crowell= 
Collier Pubo Coo~ 
Hew Ycrkg loYo» 1946o 
(9) 
!ABLE 32o BAS~NT AND UTILI'ff ROOM DEMAND (C ;4.,) 
Sample 
4p007 families ill 3S atati• and 
118 urbe centers ver• intmf"ri 
50 to ~ of tho iDterri.ave wr 
with renters aDd 40 to 45• ver 
with home CMlerao 34on expe t 'to 
build ar buT hameo 
A 8Ul"tll7 of r adera or Ih! 
Q 
Ameriean Mapzi.U ~ 1~ 9?0 nevered a 
mail questiermaire ( 66~ retUTrla) 
27/, intend o build or buy new 
h0118So 
A questiOM i?e vas l iled .38000 
ret>resentati a Co. .i r reader 
ramilie o 10837 families {6lj} 
answeredo 16!C 11 build riif 1~ 
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32o BEMENT AND tJTILITY ROOM D'.EMABD (Ocmtd{\) 
Sam pl. 
An intervi Sllr"ft)7 or 439 pe ple in 
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By 'tJpe or reaidnee now 
11Ying ina 
StaDdard ~ 
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ApartmeDt unit 70 
Reaaoa prefer baee.ntt 
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Better beatiDc a 
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Utility rooa 
B7 tJpa of reaidenee DCN 
linug ills 
StaDdard 44. 
Prefab 38 
AJartmeDt uait ~ 
Reaeon prefer utility roenu 
BaMMDt too expenaiw IJI, 
BaMm~nt too daap 2 
Don•t like ataua 10 
More ool'J'9'enient 8 
No 'f.ICrF1' about flocdiDg 3 
other r ason 16 
Use of the Basement--Analysis 
The surveys indicate that famili.es want a basement primarily for doing the 
laundry o About five-tenths of the families want the basement largely for 
this purpose o (See Chart X X and Table .3.3 o ) 
5U[l)\JEY YE.A~ SAMPLE 
~0. S\ZE 
llc: 1 -94~ tq70 
q l'i4G, IS37 
1 '/~ 3~)'18 
2. 194-(p 4900 74% 
IQ4Q 607 
27 \950 1418 ~ .... - ~ - .. ~ ....... ~ •" ,.,;• l ~·· .. ~ -· _ _.__ ,._..~ ___ ........ .........._~- -· :..:. ?Z% 
• PIUP.AL SUP!VEY 
- C.Et.HioP..AL SUil.VEY';, 
C~A~T y;z_ 
lJSE OF 1~ E eASE.M EWT FO~ LA.UNDRY 
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sam Pie 
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!:tatemeDt laundry room pla d 
Use of Basement (continued) 
A survey of rural areas (No. 3) revealed numerous preferred uses of the 
basement in addition to use for a laundry. Heading the list were: 
"storage of canned goods"; "washing and dr.ying clothes"; "heating and 
storage of fuel"; and "storage of produce." Presumably many of the 
families actually used the basement for these latter activities although 
there is no data to substantiate this conjecture. 
Making a breakdown by economic level, this survey (No. 3) also found 
that use of the basement varied significantly between the different eco-
nomic groups. (See Table 34.) It is interesting to note rather wide 
differences in usage (for most activities) between the upper and lower 
economic groups. 
TABLE 34. USES OF THE BASEMENT BY ECONOMIC GROUP 
Storage of canned goods 
Washing or drying clothes, or both 
Heating and storage of fuels 
Storage of produce 
Food processing 
Place to wash up 
Recreation, eating, entertainment 
Meat processing 
Storage of meat 
Workroom 
Garage 
Storage of clothing 
General storage 
Other 
ECONOMIC GROUP 
Upper Middle Lower 
88.2% 
59.2 
63.8 
.. 59.3 
21.3 
18.7 
25.4 
12.0 
19.0 
3.6 
0.5 
1.6 
16.9 
6.4 
93.4% 
59.8 
58.4 
55.5 
23.5 
18.7 
16.6 
17.8 
15.3 
5.3 
1.7 
0.3 
11.0 
6.8 
95.1% 
66.5 
55.5 
58.1 
31.1 
16.8 
15.4 
20.2 
9.2 
5.2 
0.5 
2.1 
8.0 
4.2 
A breakdown of use of the basement by region was also made. (See 
Table 35.) It will be noted that the greatest regional difference in use 
of the basement occurred between the "Appalachian" and the "Cold North." 
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TABLE 35 o PREFERRED USE OF THE BASEMENT IN NORTHEASTERN UNITED STATES 
Appala- Cold 
Region Coastal Central chian North 
Storage of canned foods 92.6% 87.8% 93.4% 93.8% 93o6% 
Washing or drying clothes, or both 61.1 63.4 59.3 70ol 38.7 
Heating and storage of fuel 59.0 48.8 62.9 58.1 64.7 
Storage of produce 56.9 72.0 57.5 40.9 76.3 
Food processing 24.6 28.0 23.4 28.3 13.3 
Place to wash up 18.3 13.4 20.4 23.4 5.8 
Recreation, eating~ entertaining 18.3 29.3 15.0 14.6 22.0 
Meat processing 17.0 12.2 25.7 11.0 14.5 
Storage of meat 14.9 15.9 20.4 8.8 13.9 
Workroom 4.9 7.3 3.6 4.5 6.4 
Garage 1.2 1.2 2.3 
Storage of clothing 0.9 2.4 0.6 2.3 
General storage 11.7 20.7 10.8 7.5 12.7 
Other 6.2 8.5 5.4 5.8 5e8 
Survey 3, although by far the best in terms of analysis of' basement 
activities~ was concerned with rural areas only and, therefore, is of 
limited significance. 
A public-housing survey (No. 26) found that tenants liked basements 
because of their large areas. Nevertheless, this survey did not recommend 
basements.l Another public-housing survey (No. 19) indicated that base-
ments increased costs 5 to 7 per cent, but that they 1) solved the general 
storage and laundry problem; 2) provided an excellent place for rainy-day 
play and pursuit of adult hobbies; 3) kept the heater off' the first floor; 
and 4) were the most efficient and economical place for the heating plant.2 
These reasons must not be construed as arguments either for or against 
basementso 
Use of' the Utility Roo~Ana1xsis 
As with the basement, most of the surveys indicate that the utility roam 
is planned primarily for laundr,y. purposes. (See Chart XXI and Table 36o) 
About five~tenths of the surveyees want the utility room pr~ily for 
this purpose. 
One survey (No. 2), however, showed a wide variety of' activities 
planned for the utility room. Other uses of the utility room may have 
been revealed by the other surveys had they measured them. 
!Livability Problems of 1,000 Families, NHr, FPHA, p. 3. 
2Public Housing Design, NHA, FPHA, p. 115. 
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A public-housing survey (No. 26) showed the utility roan as being very 
useful and pointed out that, on the basis of an inventory of unstored articles, 
it "should accommodate a washing machine (unless tenant has access to central 
laundry facilities); laundry supplies, such as washboard, clothesbasket, 
ironing board, soaps and soap .Po~~er; home-c_anne~ foo~s, particularly for the 
South and Middle West areas; h:rusekeeping supplies, such as brooms, mops, 
vacuum cleaner or carpet sweeper; inside drying space j regs:rdless of central 
laun~ facilities; garden tools and equipment, unless a porch closet is 
provided; and window ~eens.•l 
SU"\JEY 'lEAP.. ~MPt.t No: 5\'ZE 
24 1q45 18S6o 
IG 1'1~ ~q7o 
·q 19~' 18?>7 
fq4~ ~516 
2 1~4(D 4900 
27 \9SO 141£; 
Cl-IA~T :!XI 
-usE OF THE. UTI LIT'{ P!OOM FOt; L"UNDP\'1 
!Livability Problems of 1,000 Families, NHA, FPHA, p. 42. 
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(24) Ihe Amarican Woman 11 a 
Home ot Tomrrw, Part 
III, Abe New House, 
McCall Corpo, New York, 
•Q Yc 1945o 
(16) HousiM P]&ns ot Families, 
Crowell~ollier Pubo Co., 
New York, No Yo, l946o 
Collier 9s Familieg 
~Jll fl ne for Tgmprro~ 
Crowell=Collier Research 
Project, l946o 
TABLE 36o USE OF THE UTILITY ROOM 
Sample 
A survey of 18D580 bCall 0s sub-
scriber tamilieso 79~5% plan to 
build or buy a net.~ ho eo 
A survey of readers of Tb• A!f!tlo§n 
Magazip ? 1, 970 a wered a il 
questionnaire ( 66% returns) o 27~ 
intend to b.tild or btty new homes o 
A qu stionnaire mailed to 3&000 
representative r reader 
families o 19 837 families ( 61~) 
answered~ 16% will build and 10% 
vi 11 buy a houseo 
Finding 
Utility room laundry pl nnfri 
Utility room latmdry plann d 
Utility room laundry plann d 
Survey 
(36) Wh _ Kind of Hom3s dq 
Familiae with Children 
H!!l.t.! Parente 9 Magazine 
Hom Building Study, 
1946, 
(2) · ~d th __ Blueprints, 
Better Homes and Gardens, 
);~re<!ith Fubo Co~, Des 
¥Dines~ Iao, 1946e 
• 
'l'ADI·E 361) USE OF THE UTILITY ROOM \Cont o) 
Sample 
A surv y o~ r aders (with children) 
ot Parentt.' Mapzinao 316S3 families 
answered mail questionnaire 
(26o5% returns)o 71o4% plan to 
build or b117 a naw ho o 
A survey of 4, 900 families who 
definitely plan to build a nev homec, 
~stionnairas wera mailed and 
42% were returnedo 
Findings 
Utility room laundry ple. d 
Space Provisions in 
Utility 1\oomea 
Washing Machine 
Ge~r 1 storage 
Ironer 
Sewing Machine 
Canning or tr ezing 
Recr ation or hobbies 
Home freezer 
Cloths dri r 
50 
TABLE 36~ USE OF THE UTILITY ROOM (Contdo) 
~~----~S~WMM---7----------------------~~~~~~------------------------~Finding~w~S------~--~~ 
( 3) Bey e ~ Glenn, !:!!£.! 
Housing 1n the Northeas~, 
Cornell Univc Press, 
Ithaca, New York, 1949o 
A survay ot ln7 term families in 
the Northeasto The intervieWb 
schedule method was uaedo No 
measurement was made of those 
plarming to build or bu7c 
l1,960 questioDDairea vere mailed to 
families vho plan to build new 
bomeso 1,416 questionnaires were 
returned {72%)o 
Present UBO of 
stru.tr.roam_ 
2o~ 
loS 
l mt noor laundry planned 
Comments and Eva1ua tion {Basement-Utility Room) 
There is much controversy as to whether or not a house needs 
a basement o The arguments pro and con are many and need not 
be repeated .at this point. As with the dining roam, perhaps 
much of the individual's attitude toward a basement is based 
upon his past experiences--that is, whether or not he has lived 
in a house with a basement. 
In the final analysis, cost considerations, var,ying with 
local conditions, tip the scales one ~ or the other. Cer-
tain local conditions make basements a liability rather than 
an asseto 
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CLOSE:l'S AND STORAGE SPACE 
Use of Closets and Storage Space--Analysis 
A majority of the surveys, particularly those dealing with public housing, 
indicate a need for more storage space in nearly all areas of the house. 
Most of t~e surveys, however, were not specific enough in determination 
of amounts of storage space needed for the various articles to be stored. 
In this respect, the John B. Pierce Foundation survey was better than 
the average. 
This survey determined storage space needs for men, women and chil-
dreno Men were found to have roughly 2 coats, 2 hats, 5 suits, 2 sweaters, 
13 shirts, 24 ties, 19 pairs of socks, 4 pairs of shoes, and 10 sets of 
underwear. Women were found to have about 15 dresses, 3 coats, 7 pairs 
of shoes, 5 hats, 1 suit, 2 skirts, 4 sweaters, 5 slips, 3 brassieres, 
6 panties, 5 pairs of hose, 2 pajamas and 4 nightgowns. A child's ward-
robe included about 2 coats, 2 hats, from 1 to 10 suits (depending upon 
age), 9 sets of underwear, 3 pairs of shoes, and 9 pairs of socks.l 
Families had an average of 15o9 sheets, 16.7 pillow cases, and nine blan-
· kets, quilts or camforters.2 
General Complaints 
. 
This survey also revealed that: "Sixty-three per cent of the women feel 
they do not have enough storage space for their clothes. They (women) 
report that 48 per cent of the men think they do not have adequate closet 
facilities."3 Sharing of closets was not liked by either the husband or 
wifeo Eighty-one per cent of the women did not like this arrangement.4 
In addition, this survey found that 46 per cent of the women did not have 
adequate storage space for soiled clothes. This is to be inferred from 
Table 37, which shows where soiled linen was stored. 
TABLE 37. STORAGE OF SOILED LINEN 
Group A Group H (66 apartment families) (67 families in houses) 
Adults Children Adults Children 
Hamper in bathroom 
Kitchen tub 
Laundry bag in closet 
Washing machine 
Basement 
Vanity 
Pail 
lBlum, Opo cit., p. 92. 
2Ibid., p. 89. 
3Ibido 1 P• 93o 
4Ibid., p. 68. 
78% 
5 
15 
2 
0 
0 
2 
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5.3% 60% 3'7% 
15 3 7 
22 24 16 
0 2 0 
0 9 6 
0 2 4 
10 0 0 
A public-housing survey (No. 19) showed somewhat similar complaints 
about storage space. "Insufficiency of closet and storage space and the 
absence of doors are among the most chronic complaints by tenants. The 
first objection is too often valid; the second is debatable. The argu-
ments in favor of doors are familiar: Dust is a problem; curtains are an 
expense to the tenant; and a closed door offers concealment. Opposed to 
this is the question of project cost. Incidental arguments are that 
neatness. is' promoted by open closets and the absence of door swings favors 
furniture placement.nl 
Another public-housiftg survey revealed that linen closets were not 
used for linen and bedding for the following reasons: 1) inadequacy of 
area (4 square feet or less for all unit sizes); 2) lack of doors on linen 
closets; and 3) dire need for this storage space for other materials and 
equipment--groceries, dishes, utensils, and toys.2 
Living room and hall closets were objected to because 1) a:rea was 
too small or inadequate depth; and 2) there were no doors.J Tenants 
termed closets with doors "unsightly." 
Still another public-hQusing survey (No. 8) found that inadequate 
storage space in public .housing was possibly the housewife's biggest pro-
blem: "Broom closets, wrap al.oseta in the hall and near the back door, 
cool storage closets, kitchen closets near the stove and near the work 
surfaces, linen closets, bedroom closets, toy closets are demanded almost 
vociferously by a people still rather inarticulate as regards its housing 
needs."4 
Another public-housing survey (No. 13) determined the articles for 
which adequate storage space was not provided. (See Table 38.) "Families 
with small children mentioned carriage storage as one of the major head-
aches or living in a large project.n5 
lPublic Housing Design, NHA, FPHA, June 1946, p. 108. 
2Livability Problems of 1,000 Families, NHA, FPHA, p. 53. 
Jrbid., p. 22. 
4coit, op. cit., p. 80. 
5Friedman, op. cit., p. 29. 
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(13) Fri , BeatriceD 
Bet¥rr Housing tor the 
Fandl:v, W nQs City 
Club~ Nev Yorkp NoYo 1 
l948o 
Sample 
A sur'V'ey o 458 families li<ring in 
5 low=eo public houeiDg projeo 
in Bev York City o No meaeur at 
va mad or thoee plamliDg to build 
or buy home o 
UnuEr.lal furtai tura 
Tcysp bicycl pEl D teo 
B ding9 blankets, linens 
SUitcases9 trun • 
Supplies 9 tool e squipnczm 
Dr pe 9 rugs9 cur· 
General Complaints About Storage Space (continued) 
One of the public-housing surveys (No. 26) determined, by means of 
an inventory~ articles unstored or articles stored in undesirable locations. 
They were: 
lo Food, including raw vegetables and home-canned foods requiring 
cool areas 
2o Dishes and utensils, requiring both daily-used and infrequently-
used space 
3 o Cleaning and laundry equipment and supplies, including washing 
machine 
4o Clothing, daily and infrequently used, and seasonal 
5o Linens and bedding 
6o Recreational equipment, including tool chests, collections and 
hobby materials, and toys 
7 o Bicycles, perambulators and strollers 
So Bathroom and medicine-cabinet supplies, and clothes hampers 
9o Household and garden tools and equipment 
lOo Screens, in those areas where they are not required on windows 
the entire year 1 llo Sewing machines. 
Comments and Evaluation 
According to Heiner and McCullough, the three main principles 
of functional storage are: 1) storage at center of first use; 
2) clear visibili~y of supplies; and 3) easy accessibilit.f of 
the desired itemo 
Another author3 suggests that closet design should cont~ib­
ute to: 
Convenience 
1. ~e of access 
2o Maximum visibility 
3o Orderliness 
4o Maximum availability or reachability 
5o Maximum of used space 
Preservation 
lo or pressed condition 
2 o Of freshness (ventilation) 
3. From moths 
4. From dust 
5o From pilfering 
!Livability Problems of 1 8 000 Families, NHA, FPHA~ p. 59. 
2-walshi' Ho Vandervoort, Your House Begins With You, Po 41. 
3nHousehold Closets," Architectural Record, May 1944, pp. 105-110. 
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A United States Department of Agriculture bulletin on 
closets and storage spaces,l points out that adjustable shelves 
and clothes rods are convenient and are especially fine for -
growing children. Linen closets are most desirably located it 
they are near the bedroo~ or if they open directly into a hall. 
Space needs for clothes were determined b.1 Agan.2 (See 
Table 39o) 
TABLE 39. 
Men's and Boys' Clothing 
Suit 
Trousers 
Overcoat 
Shirt 
Women 1s Clothing 
Skirt 
SPACE NEEDED FOR CLGrHES 
House and street dresses 
Jacket 
Evening dress 
Coat without tur collar 
Coat with tur collar 
Girls 9 Clothing 
Wash dress 
Coat without fur collar 
Coat with fur collar 
2 inches 
3 
4 
11-
2 lt 
3 
2 
5 
6 
li 
2 
3 
Recommendations for linen closets in public-housing units 
drawn up as a result of Survey 26 were: 
1. Area should be not less than 4 to 6 square feet, 
varying with unit sizes; depth to be not less than 
ln-6n. 
2. Doors should be provided. 
3o Closets should be equipped with 4 shelves extending 
, the full depth of the closet, spaced at 12-inch 
intervals, with the lowest at a 2 1-6" height.3 
lClosets and Storage Spaces, U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Farmers Bulletin, No. 1865, p. lo 
2Agan$ Tessie, The House, p. 403. 
3Livabilit:r Problems of 1,000 Fam.lies, NHA, FPHA, p. 54o 
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The few space recommendations made seem inadequate when 
compared to a recent studyl (not as yet publishe_d) by the 
Small Homes Council. This study recommends the provision of 
an accessible clothes cloeet, 4' wide x 2 1 deep x 81 high, 
for each person, plus a drawer space, 2 1 x 2 1 x 3 1• In 
addition, provisions for out-of-season clothing and . ~oat-clo­
sets are recommended as well as various optional specialized 
. storage units. 
!university of Illinois Small Homes Council Closet-Wall Project, 
Sponsored by Lumber Dealers Research Council, Progress Report 
No. 1 (Phase A) by Eli~abeth M. Ranney. 
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HALLS AND STAIRS 
Vestibule Preference--Analysis 
One survey (Noo 29) showed that 31 per cent of the people considered a 
vestibule a necessity o Another survey (No o 37-of farm families) revealed 
that 70 per cent of the rural folks wanted a direct entrance to the living 
roomo 
According to Field, the most valid objections to having the entrance 
in the living room are that: 1) water and dirt are tracked into the living 
room from outdoors; and 2) cold drafts enter the living quarters easily 
when the outer door is openedo Entrance into a small vestibule eliminates 
these two objecti~ns, but it costs moreo Entrance into a stair hall is 
the most logicalo 
Use of the Stair Hall-Analysis 
• 
A public-housing survey (Noc 32)~ however, somewhat invalidates this latter 
conclusion sinceg "Testimony shows that the best place for the stair is 
not facing the front dooro It just is not used from thereo The stairs 
should be accessible from the kitchen and living room, and this can be 
easily done Sl and has been done' by placing the stair parallel to the front 
and back walls between the kitchen and livipg roomo"2 Another public-
housing survey (Noo 26) emphasized essentially the same thinge 
General Complaints 
The preceding public-housing survey (Noo 26) indicated only a few ob-
jections to stairs and hallways: "The principal ones were concrete steps 9 
sand=finished walls, drafts and high hand-railse Families with small 
children are constantly distressed over children falling on concrete 
steps which, based on reports, is very frequento"3 
Stairvniys in Public Housing 
Survey 26 recommended well=lighted stairways~ and also for the benefit 
of children~ hand-rails 27 or 28 inches higho 
Still another public-housing survey (Noo 19) stressed additional 
considerationsg "The larger-than-average number or children in public~ 
housing projects produces heavy traffic up and down; it is particularly 
important~ therefore, to design stairs that are easy to climb and well= 
guarded in the interest of safetyo Reasonable relationships between 
treads and risers' ·safety no sings for public stairs; absence of winders; 
!FieldS~ Wooster, House Planning, Po 214o 
2wayman9 00 2 cito, PPo 217-222o 3Livability Problems ot laOOO Familiesi NHAp FPHA, Po 8. 
rails of proper height. (on both sides if the stairs are wide); and~ above 
all 9 railings on the wall side sufficiently closed sd that they do not 
permit either deliberate or unintentional passageo"l 
Conments and Evaluation 
Stairs should be wide enough so that bulky articles can be 
moved up or dowo 
As to dimensions and other safety considerations; "The 
minimum stair width for single=file use is 2 feet; 3 feet is 
normal standardo w2 Risers which are 6-1/2 inches require 
treads 9 -11=3/4 inches, *inch risers need lai=inch treads 0 
"If a doorway is placed at the head of a flight of 
stairs~ which practice has merit from the standpoint of 
spread of fire 9 there should be a landing at least 30 inches 
wide on the stair side or the door 0 I£ this landing is 
omitted, the door should have a glazed windowo•3 
Riemer emphasizes the need for studying and planning 
adequate traffic circulations "Good home design requires 
planning for adequate circulation between the individual 
rooms 9 which is almost impossible without a detailed soci= 
ological analysis of the routine of family lifeo An ideal 
arrangement o£ communications within the home is one that 
makes it possible to reach every roam directly from the 
main entrance without crossing any other roamo"4 
.!Public Housing Design, NHA 9 FPHA9 Po llOo 
2"Planning Units for Service Requirements9~ Architectural Recordp 
April 1939SJ Po 106o In addition9 this study indicated thats 
"Pitch (tread~riser ratio} approved by Workmen 11 s Compensation 
Service Bureau ranges from 300 35 8 to 350 16 11 9 allowing a range of 
riser height from 6=1/2 to 7=1/2 inches and a tread width from 
11=3/4 inches to 10=1/4 incheso On this basis~ either 15 or 16 
risers are satisfactory for a 9=foot floor=te=floor heighto• 
3"Basic Principles of Healthful Housing9 " Housing for Healtg~ Po 16o 
4aiemer9 Svend9 "Sociological Theory of Home Adjustment9 " American 
Sociological Review9 June 1943~ Po 273o 
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PORCH 
Porch Preference--Analysis 
It is impossible to obtain a clear picture as to what type of porches are 
wanted since almost every survey measured $ different type--ioeo, living, 
sleeping, front, baek, etco (See Table 400 ) An analysis of the surveys 
indicates that about nine-tenths of the families want some kind of a 
porcho (See Chart XXIIo} 
Use of the Porch--Analysis 
A public-housing survey (Noo 26) concluded that: "Front porches are mucb 
more desired by tenants than back, although families use rear entrances 
more frequently than fronto Since most of the families living in apart-
ments prefer living in houses, they too, expressed a desire for porches, 
wit~ . a preference for the fronto Families who want both front and back 
~orches state they want the front porch to sit on, and the back for 
children9s playi sewing or other workonl 
Surveys indicated a wider than average use of the porch b.y farm 
familieso (See Table 41, Survey 3o) 
A public .... housing survey (Noo 32) showed that tenants wanteci !)bribee 
1) to sit outside in the afternoon and evenings, 2) to get away 'from·. t~e 
work side of the house, 3) to relax and get outside where it is quiet and 
the outlook is nice, and 4) to leave the baby thereo 
The use of porches is somewhat a matter of geograp~o In the south 
people sit on porches a great deal, but as one moves north they 'are used 
less and less and, therefore, are less justifiedo2 
Still another public~housing survey (Noo 26) gave same specific 
recommendations as to porches for public-housing projects, which are, to 
some extent, applicable to housing in general: 
Both front and back porches, with overhead protection for 
all group houses located in southern areaso 
At least one porch for group houses in Middle West areaso 
The two-family front or rear porch is not recommended be-
cause families inevitably quarrel over it; if provided, 
adequate area should be allowed for the two families with 
some type of partition or screening separating the two areaso 
Overhead protection for entrances to group houses, in all 
other areaso3 
!Livability Problems of 1 8000 Families, NHA, FPHA, Po So 
2Public Housing Design, NHA, FPaA~ Po 115o 
3Livability Problems of loOOO Families, NHA, FPHA, Po lOo 
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Comments and Evaluation (Porch) 
At least one porch is wanted by practically all familieso 
Againj both the background of the individual and the prestige 
factor may be basic to this attitudeo 
Despite the large demand for -porches, they are little 
used except by rural families and by both rural and urban 
families living in the south; therefore, the i~clusion or a 
porch in the house plans shduld be questionedo . other needed 
features might well replace the porcho 
In present-day houses there is ~ trend toward opening 
the house to the outdoors through ~e' use of large doors, 
large glass areas, etco If this trend persists, the demand 
for the porch may drop off as the living room or dining room 
becomes a porch in itselfo ~ 
V o SUMMARY OF SURVEYS 
Architectural Styles 
Architectural styles show a t .rend toward "ranch" and "modern", with Cape 
Cod having a steady following. The description of "ranch" and "modern" 
is usually left to the surveyee 's imagination. If ranch and modern may 
be grouped under "contemporary", this would be the leading style choice--
about three-tenths of the total number of surveyees chose it. Almost as 
large a percentage is undecidedo A tenth of the surveyees prefer Cape 
Cod. Certain miscellaneous nondescript styles, such as "American far.m-
h~use", "bungalow", etco, are favored b,y about two-tenths. The choice of 
architectural style is influenced by region. The preference for contem-
porary increases as one moves westwardo 
Number of Stories 
The choice in the number of stories desired in a house is consistent with 
the style of architecture preferred. The majority of the surveyees pre-
fer 1-story homes but there is no consistent trend for this typeo The 
demand for li-story homes is static, but the multi-story house (two or 
more stories) is falling rapidly in popularity. The demand for this 
latter type remains strongest in New England. 
Composition of the House 
The "most wanted" house would appear to consiet of a living room, a sepa-
rate dining room, a kitchen with an eat.ing space, thx-ee bedrooms, one bath, 
a basement, and a porch~ Setting up a "most wanted" house is, howe:ver, 
unrealistic since such an approach does not recognize the fact that the 
population of the United States is made up of many socio-economic groups 
who do not have common needs and attitudeso Instead of one "most wanted" 
house, it is necessary to think in terms of a "most wanted" house for 
every major segment of the population. 
Nearly all surveyees demand "more storage spaceo" 
Three-tenths of the surveyees will accept a combined living and 
dining room; six~tenths or more want a separate dining roomo The majority 
of the surveyees want an eating space (usually a "nook") in the kitcheno 
Families living in public-housing units do not like living-dining 
room combinationso The space is often t~o small for their relatively 
large familieso They want a large kitchen with an adequately-sized 
eating space in it. This group often considers the living room as a sort 
or a parlor--there is a desire to shut it off in order to keep it orderly 
and perhaps to use it as a bedroomo Families living in two-story 
dwellings object to traffic through the living room in order to reach the 
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stairwayo Nearly all occupants of public-housing units prefer a large 
kitche~dining combination which will apparently serve more for family 
living than does . the living room itself. 
With regard to bedrooms, the most popular house is the three-bedroom, 
being favored b.Y five~tenths of the families; second is the house with 
two bedrooms, th~ee-tenths; third is the house with four or more bed-
rooms, twO-tenths o One-bedroom houses are desired by a very small per-
centage or the families. 
There is a strong demand for a workroom in the houses of farm fami-
lieso The statistics also show that, although basements are preferred b.1 
most, a "utility room" is preferred by many-presumably located on the 
first flooro This appears to be the result of a desire for laundr,y 
facilities on the first floor rather than in the basement. 
Families with children are interested in appropriate play spaceso 
This is one of the more difficult problems and few surveys covered the 
question. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 
LIMITATIONS AND VALUE OF SURVEYS 
Accurate analysis and correlation of 41 surveys on house design and space 
use presented 3. difficult problem. The surveys were made by different 
groups, at different times, with different purposes. Widely different 
sampling methods were used. In this analysis of the surveys, the follow-
ing limitations have been considered and should be borne in mind by the 
reader: 
1. The sample sizes varied widely. The smallest sample was 30; 
the largest was 18,580 .. Very ·small survey samples are of · 
questionable value. 
2. The scope of the surveys varied widely. Some ~ere local in 
coverage and the samples highly selective with respect to 
income, size of family, building plans, etc. others were 
national in coverage, including every geographic area of 
the United States and representing practically every segment 
of the population. 
3. Some surveys were conducted by mail questionnaire; others, 
by interview technique. The results of surveys conducted 
by the latter method are more reliable. 
4. The method of calculating percentages varied. Some surveys 
eliminated the "no answer", group in the calculation of per-
centages. Certain surveys, moreover, showed multiple ans-
wers to a given question, thus confusing the real choice. 
5. Questions were not always clearly stated, thus leaving 
doubt as to the intent of the question and the interpre-
tation of the question by the surveyee. 
6. Few surveys were correlated with respect to family character-
istics--that is, number of children, age of parents and 
children, family income, etc. 
Certain intangibles are inherent in all surveys. These intangibles 
influence the replies regardless of the actual questions in the survey. 
For example, most of the surveys were based on "What do you want in 
your new home?" In many instances, these desires were not tempered by 
the hard facts of economics. The number of rooms, room sizes, and other 
features of the desired house are often reduced when the limitation of 
the pocketbook is appliedo 
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Fe~ people have the experience needed to make an intelligent choice 
as to the best house for themselveso For example, in the choice between 
houses with and without basement--only a limited number of people have 
lived in both types of houses. Those who have not lived in both types 
had to weigh what they actually had experienced against what they thought 
they might experience. Such a choice may prove faulty when testedo 
Furthermore, regardless of the objectivity of both the questions 
and the interviewer, it is almost impossible to get an unbiased response. 
Thus, allowance must be made for a margin of error due to what sociolo-
gists have termed the "human coefficient." 
Moreover, the samples of some of the surveys, especially mail sur-
veys, are so select that the value of the results is very questionableo 
For example, the returns, 7.72 per cent, for Survey 14 were so small 
that the representative quality of the sample may have been seriously 
impairedo 
Another factor which induces inaccuracies in a survey is the omission 
of a possible answero No survey can have all possible answers listed. '· 
If the provision .for an answer of nether" was not included in the list 
of possible choices, a surveyee may not have been able to answer correctly. 
One of the most useful types of surveys is that on how existing 
space in the house is used. Such a survey often showed quite clearly 
particular space requirementso It must be remembered, however, that the 
plan of the house itself influences the use of space, thereby prohibiting 
a free choice in its use. · 
Surveys of reaction to present dwellings are more useful than sur-
veys which seek to find out what people want without regard to costs. 
Although the former are often more negative than positive, they do pro-
vide suggestions as to what is not desired in a house. 
The principal value of the surveys is· their heuristic value--that 
is, they serve ·to indicate areas needing more intensive and detailed re-
sea.rcho 
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NEED FOR LABORATORY STUDY 
The results of this study clearly point up the need for laboratory study. 
In addition to the limitations pointed out in the preceding section, the 
analysis proved of limited value from the standpoint of a space study 
since practically all the surveys were concerned with rooms and room use 
rather than with family activities and the space requirements for these 
activitieso 
Laboratory study can give much more reliable and accurate data than 
the surveyso In the space laborator.y, it will be possible 1) to dete~ 
mine family activities and space requirements for them, and 2) to ascer-
tain whether or not actual behavior coincides with expressed attitudeo 
In addition, the control of many elusive variables will be possibleo 
The unique feature of the proposed laboratory study is that it will 
facilitate a detailed "case" study of selected families under a wide 
variety of controlled conditions, each simulating the usual living 
patterns and social relationships of family life in a houseo 
A series of cut-and-dried answers will, of course, not be available 
after an intensive study of only a few families; however, one of the main 
contributions of the proposed project should be the development of a 
technique for housing researcho Once the technique is developed, en-
larging the sample group in order to make it statistically reliable should 
prove to be a relatively simple problemo 
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